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Dark matter all around
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overwhelming evidence on all scales! 
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Dark matter
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credit: WMAP

Existence by now essentially 
impossible to challenge!
 
electrically neutral 
non-baryonic
cold ‒ dissipationless and negligible  
free-streaming effects
collisionless

�CDM = 0.233± 0.013 (WMAP)

(dark!)

(BBN)

(structure formation)

(bullet cluster)
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Dark matter
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credit: WMAP

Existence by now essentially 
impossible to challenge!
 
electrically neutral 
non-baryonic
cold ‒ dissipationless and negligible  
free-streaming effects
collisionless

�CDM = 0.233± 0.013 (WMAP)

(dark!)

(BBN)

(structure formation)

(bullet cluster)

WIMPS are particularly      
good candidates:

well-motivated from particle physics
[SUSY, EDs, little Higgs, ...]
thermal production “automatically” 
leads to the right relic abundance
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The WIMP “miracle”
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Torsten Bringmann, Stockholm

The WIMP “miracle”

In the early universe, the WIMP
number density n is determined by
the Boltzmann equation

dn

dt
+ 3Hn = !"!v#

!

n2 ! n2
eq

"

Once the interaction rate falls be-
hind the expansion rate of the uni-
verse, WIMPs decouple from the
thermal bath. Today, their relic
density is then given by: Jungman, Kamionkowski & Griest, PR ’96

!WIMPh2 $3·10!27cm3s!1

!!v" = O(0.1) [for interaction strengths of the weak type]

New Gamma-Ray Contributions – p.9/32

The number density of Weakly Interacting Massive 
Particles in the early universe:

(thermal average)

dn�

dt
+ 3Hn� = �⇥�v⇤

�
n2

� � n2
�eq

⇥

��� SM SM

n�eq

time

increasing��v⇥

a3
n

�

Fig.: Jungman, Kamionkowski & Griest, PR’96

��v⇥ :

“Freeze-out” when annihilation 
rate falls behind expansion rate

Relic density (today):

for weak-scale 
interactions!

(⇥ a3n� � const.)

��h2 � 3 · 10�27cm3/s
⇥�v⇤ � O(0.1)
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Freeze-out = decoupling !
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WIMP interactions with 
heat bath of SM particles:
� SM

(annihilation)
� SM

�

(scattering)

�

SMSM

kinetic decoupling

Mcut

Tkd � m�/(102..105)
chemical decoupling

��

Tcd � m�/25
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m! [GeV]

M
cu

t/
M

!

Higgsino (Zg < 0.05)
mixed (0.05 ! Zg ! 0.95)
Gaugino (Zg > 0.95)

K"

I"

J#

F#

50 100 500 1000 5000

10$4

10$6

10$8

10$10

10$12

no “typical”                         , but highly model-dependent                        Mcut � 10�6M⇥

a window into the particle-physics nature of dark matter!                       

TB, NJP ’09

size of 
smallest 
subhalos
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Strategies for DM searches
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at colliders

indirectlydirectly
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Strategies for DM searches
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all complementary!

at colliders

indirectlydirectly

this talk:
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Indirect DM searches
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DM has to be (quasi-)stable against decay...
… but can usually pair-annihilate into SM particles
Try to spot those in cosmic rays of various kinds

i) absolute rates
       regions of high DM density

ii) discrimination against other sources 
       low background; clear signatures

The challenge:
�
�
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Indirect DM searches
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Gamma rays:
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Indirect DM searches
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Gamma rays:

Rather high rates
No attenuation when propagating through halo
No assumptions about diffuse halo necessary
Point directly to the sources: clear spatial signatures
Clear spectral signatures to look for
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Indirect DM searches
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Gamma rays:

Rather high rates
No attenuation when propagating through halo
No assumptions about diffuse halo necessary
Point directly to the sources: clear spatial signatures
Clear spectral signatures to look for maybe most important!Clear spectral signatures
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Gamma-ray flux
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The expected gamma-ray flux [GeV-1cm-2s-1sr-1] from a 
source with DM density    is given by�

d��
dE�

(E� ,� ) =
Z

� 

d⌦
� 

Z

l.o.s
d`( )⇢2(r)

h�vi
ann

8⇡m2

�

X

f

Bf
dNf

�

dE�
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Gamma-ray flux
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The expected gamma-ray flux [GeV-1cm-2s-1sr-1] from a 
source with DM density    is given by�

astrophysics

�� : angular res. of detector

D : distance to source

for point-like sources:
�

�
D2�⇥

⇥�1
⇤

d3r �2(r) {
angular information

+ rather uncertain normalization

d��
dE�

(E� ,� ) =
Z

� 

d⌦
� 

Z

l.o.s
d`( )⇢2(r)

h�vi
ann

8⇡m2

�

X

f

Bf
dNf

�

dE�
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Gamma-ray flux
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The expected gamma-ray flux [GeV-1cm-2s-1sr-1] from a 
source with DM density    is given by�

astrophysics

�� : angular res. of detector

D : distance to source

for point-like sources:
�

�
D2�⇥

⇥�1
⇤

d3r �2(r)

particle physics

m�

��v⇥ann

Bf

Nf
�

: total annihilation cross section

: WIMP mass

: branching ratio into channel

: number of photons per ann.

f

(50 GeV � m� � 5 TeV){
high accuracy 

spectral information

{
angular information

+ rather uncertain normalization

d��
dE�

(E� ,� ) =
Z

� 

d⌦
� 

Z

l.o.s
d`( )⇢2(r)

h�vi
ann

8⇡m2
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Halo profiles
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  CDM N-body simulations Fits to rotation curves?�
�NFW =

c

r(a + r)2
�Burkert =

c

(r + a)(a2 + r2)

�iso =
c

(a2 + r2)

rather stable result conflicting observational claims � �

Situation a bit unclear; effect of baryons?
    (But could also lead to a steepening of the profile!)

Difference in annihilation flux several orders 
of magnitude for the galactic center 
Situation much better for e.g. dwarf galaxies

(� � 0.17)
�Einasto(r) = �s e�

2
� [( r

a )��1]
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Substructure
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Dark Matter Candidates 5

Figure 1. Illustration of the volumes in the solar neigbourhood entering the
calculation of the average boost factor in the dark matter halo. Here we have in
mind a dark matter particle of mass around 100 GeV annihilating into, from left to
right, positrons, antiprotons, and gamma-rays. The di!erence in size for antiprotons
and positrons depends on the di!erent energy loss properties, as positrons at these
energies radiate through synchrotron and inverse Compton emission much faster than
do antiprotons.

the influence of baryons could give an enhanced density through adiabatic contraction

processes).

The computation of the boost factor in realistic astrophysical and particle physics

scenarios is a formidable task, which has so far only been partially addressed. It may be
anticipated that this will be one of the main problem areas of future indirect detection

studies of dark matter. For direct detection, there is no corresponding enhancement of

the scattering rate. However, the detailed small-scale structure of the local region of

the dark matter halo may play a role [21].

1.2. Axions

Although at times not very much in focus of dark matter phenomenologists and

experimentalists, the axion remains one of the earliest suggestions of a viable particle

candidate for dark matter, and in fact one of the most attractive. This is not least due

to the fact that its existence was motivated by solving the strong CP problem in particle

physics, and its possible role for dark matter comes as an extra bonus. A disadvantage

in the cosmological context is, however, that the axion needed to solve the CP problem
only solves the dark matter problem for a small range of masses – thus some fine-tuning

Fig.: Bergström, NJP ’09

Indirect detection 
effectively involves an 
averaging:

N-body simulations: The DM halo contains not only a 
smooth component, but a lot of substructure!

�SM � ⇥�2
�⇤ = (1 + BF)⇥��⇤2
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Substructure
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Dark Matter Candidates 5

Figure 1. Illustration of the volumes in the solar neigbourhood entering the
calculation of the average boost factor in the dark matter halo. Here we have in
mind a dark matter particle of mass around 100 GeV annihilating into, from left to
right, positrons, antiprotons, and gamma-rays. The di!erence in size for antiprotons
and positrons depends on the di!erent energy loss properties, as positrons at these
energies radiate through synchrotron and inverse Compton emission much faster than
do antiprotons.

the influence of baryons could give an enhanced density through adiabatic contraction

processes).

The computation of the boost factor in realistic astrophysical and particle physics

scenarios is a formidable task, which has so far only been partially addressed. It may be
anticipated that this will be one of the main problem areas of future indirect detection

studies of dark matter. For direct detection, there is no corresponding enhancement of

the scattering rate. However, the detailed small-scale structure of the local region of

the dark matter halo may play a role [21].

1.2. Axions

Although at times not very much in focus of dark matter phenomenologists and

experimentalists, the axion remains one of the earliest suggestions of a viable particle

candidate for dark matter, and in fact one of the most attractive. This is not least due

to the fact that its existence was motivated by solving the strong CP problem in particle

physics, and its possible role for dark matter comes as an extra bonus. A disadvantage

in the cosmological context is, however, that the axion needed to solve the CP problem
only solves the dark matter problem for a small range of masses – thus some fine-tuning

Fig.: Bergström, NJP ’09

important to include realistic value for         !Mcut

“Boost factor”
each decade in Msubhalo contributes about the same

depends on uncertain form of microhalo profile (     ...) and       
(large extrapolations necessary!)

cv dN/dM

e.g. Diemand, Kuhlen & Madau, ApJ ’07

Indirect detection 
effectively involves an 
averaging:

N-body simulations: The DM halo contains not only a 
smooth component, but a lot of substructure!

�SM � ⇥�2
�⇤ = (1 + BF)⇥��⇤2
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Annihilation spectra
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Annihilation spectra
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q q , Z Z , W W

"E!E # 0.15
"E!E # 0.02
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Bringmann &Weniger !2012"

good constraining potential

Secondary photons
many photons but 
featureless & model-independent
difficult to distinguish from astro BG

� �
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Annihilation spectra
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VI
B

box

!!

q q , Z Z , W W

"E!E # 0.15
"E!E # 0.02
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x # E ! m$
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Bringmann &Weniger !2012"

good constraining potential

Secondary photons
many photons but 
featureless & model-independent
difficult to distinguish from astro BG

� �

?
W�/Z/q W+/Z/̄q

⇡0⇡0

� � � �

discovery potential
E� = m�

Primary photons
direct annihilation to photons 
model-dependent ‘smoking gun’ 
spectral features near 

Monochromatic lines

��! ��, �Z, �H

(Virtual) Internal 
Bremsstrahlung

��! f̄f�, W+W��

O(↵em)

O(↵2
em)
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Internal bremsstrahlung
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+ +
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Internal bremsstrahlung

13

+ +

Final state radiation
usually dominant for 

mainly collinear photons
          model-independent spectrum

important for high rates into 
leptons, e.g. Kaluza-Klein or 
“leptophilic” DM 

m� � mf

�
Birkedal, Matchev, Perelstein 
& Spray, hep-ph/0507194
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Internal bremsstrahlung

13

+ +

Final state radiation
usually dominant for 

mainly collinear photons
          model-independent spectrum

important for high rates into 
leptons, e.g. Kaluza-Klein or 
“leptophilic” DM 

m� � mf

�
Birkedal, Matchev, Perelstein 
& Spray, hep-ph/0507194

“Virtual” IB
dominant in two cases:

     i)  f bosonic and t-channel
         mass degenerate with
 
     ii) symmetry restored for 
         3-body state

model-dependent spectrum

important e.g. in mSUGRA

m�

Bergström, PLB ’89

Bergström, TB, Eriksson 
& Gustafsson, PRL’05

[TB, Edsjö & Bergström, JHEP ’08]
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IB and SUSY
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Neutralino annihilation helicity suppressed: ⇥�v⇤ � m2
⇥

m2
�
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IB and SUSY

14

Neutralino annihilation helicity suppressed: ⇥�v⇤ � m2
⇥

m2
�

�em

⇥
possible!⇥�v⇤3�body � ⇥�v⇤2�body
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IB and SUSY

14

Neutralino annihilation helicity suppressed: ⇥�v⇤ � m2
⇥

m2
�

�em

⇥
possible!⇥�v⇤3�body � ⇥�v⇤2�body

Full implementation in DarkSUSY, 
scan cMSSM and MSSM: TB, Edsjö & Bergström, JHEP ’08
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FIG. 3: Integrated internal bremsstrahlung flux from supersymmetric dark matter, above 0.6 m!, as compared to the “standard”
continuum flux produced by secondary photons (left) and the flux from both line signals (right). As for the following figures (4
and 5), two symbols at the same location always indicate the whole interval between the values corresponding to these symbols.
Every model considered here features a relic density as determined by WMAP and satisfies all current experimental bounds.
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for IB (left panel) and the line signals (middle

and right panel). See text for more details.

In Fig. 4 we show the quantity S, which is dS/dE inte-
grated above 0.6 m!. In the left panel, we show the yields
S for the IB contribution, in the middle for monochro-
matic !! and on the right for Z!. In the regions where
the IB contribution was the largest in Fig. 3, we typi-
cally have lower absolute yields. However, there are very
pronounced regions, especially at small and intermediate
masses, where the IB yields are very high even in ab-
solute terms. We also note that, for neutralino masses
in the TeV range, we expect a sizeable increase of the
annihilation rate due to non-perturbative e!ects related
to long-distance forces between the annihilating particles
[31]. These e!ects have not been taken into account here
and would result in a considerable enhancement (by a

similar factor) of the quantity S for both line signals and
IB.

In Fig. 5 we focus on the mSUGRA case and show the
contribution relative to the secondary yield of gamma
rays for various final states separately. In the left panel,
we show the IB yield from the W+W! channel, in the
middle from the "+"! channel and in the right from the
tt̄ channel. Large IB contributions for the W+W! chan-
nel occur when a chargino is almost degenerate with the
neutralino, as is the case for the focus point region. Note
that due to the grand unification condition, M1 " 1

2
M2,

a large gaugino fraction Zg always means that the neu-
tralino is a Bino, with vanishing annihilation rates to
W+W! or W+W!! final states. The large yields from

m�

Gaugino

mixed

Higgsino

IB/sec (                   ) 
7
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FIG. 3: Integrated internal bremsstrahlung flux from supersymmetric dark matter, above 0.6 m!, as compared to the “standard”
continuum flux produced by secondary photons (left) and the flux from both line signals (right). As for the following figures (4
and 5), two symbols at the same location always indicate the whole interval between the values corresponding to these symbols.
Every model considered here features a relic density as determined by WMAP and satisfies all current experimental bounds.
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In Fig. 4 we show the quantity S, which is dS/dE inte-
grated above 0.6 m!. In the left panel, we show the yields
S for the IB contribution, in the middle for monochro-
matic !! and on the right for Z!. In the regions where
the IB contribution was the largest in Fig. 3, we typi-
cally have lower absolute yields. However, there are very
pronounced regions, especially at small and intermediate
masses, where the IB yields are very high even in ab-
solute terms. We also note that, for neutralino masses
in the TeV range, we expect a sizeable increase of the
annihilation rate due to non-perturbative e!ects related
to long-distance forces between the annihilating particles
[31]. These e!ects have not been taken into account here
and would result in a considerable enhancement (by a

similar factor) of the quantity S for both line signals and
IB.

In Fig. 5 we focus on the mSUGRA case and show the
contribution relative to the secondary yield of gamma
rays for various final states separately. In the left panel,
we show the IB yield from the W+W! channel, in the
middle from the "+"! channel and in the right from the
tt̄ channel. Large IB contributions for the W+W! chan-
nel occur when a chargino is almost degenerate with the
neutralino, as is the case for the focus point region. Note
that due to the grand unification condition, M1 " 1

2
M2,

a large gaugino fraction Zg always means that the neu-
tralino is a Bino, with vanishing annihilation rates to
W+W! or W+W!! final states. The large yields from

E� > 0.6m⇥ IB/lines 
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Comparing DM spectra

15

(Very) pronounced cut-off at                
Further features at slightly lower energies
Could be used to distinguish DM candidates!

E� = m⇥

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

0.001

0.01

0.1

1

x = E!/m"

x
2
dN

/d
x

BM
3 – co

an
nih

ila
tio

n (2
30

0)

BM4 – focus point
(10.9

)

I’ – bulk (3.6)

K’ – funnel

TB, PoS ’08

Example: mSUGRA benchmarks  (assume energy resolution of 10%)
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Comparing DM spectra

15

(Very) pronounced cut-off at                
Further features at slightly lower energies
Could be used to distinguish DM candidates!

E� = m⇥

Bergström et al., ’06 
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cosmic ray contamination
better in multi-wavelength?
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Figure 2: Comparison of conventional integral flux F (> E) sensitivity of three test configurations at 20�
zenith angle with current and near-future IACTs [2, 5, 6] as well as the GLAST all-sky survey [7]. The ’1
Crab Unit’ (C.U.) and milli-Crab dotted lines correspond to the HEGRA power-law fit to the flux of the
Crab Nebula [8]. Note that array configurations and in particular data analysis have not been optimized yet
(and cuts not optimized for high energies, see dashed part of lines).

ther the system configurations nor the analysis was
optimized for high energies (above 10 TeV).
Configurations studied so far include systems
made of one size of telescopes only (either very
large – 23 m – or moderate size – 12 m), as well
as systems with two different telescope sizes (28 m
and 12 m). Layouts include systems with constant
spacing of telescopes as well as graded spacings –
densely packed in the centre and more widely sep-
arated at the perimeter. While most of the simu-
lations were done for 2000 m or 1800 m altitude,
some were also carried out for higher altitudes up
to 5000 m. Figure 1 shows the three basic con-
figurations tested at low altitudes. The final CTA
layout emerging from a full design phase will not
necessarily resemble any of them.
While the 12 m telescopes resemble current
H.E.S.S. telescopes, both in terms of the Davies-
Cotton optics and the camera pixels, the larger tele-
scopes are based on parabolic dishes with spher-
ical mirror tiles and finer pixels (0.10� for the
23 m and 0.07� for the 28 m telescopes). A field

of view of 5� was assumed, except for the 12 m
telescopes in the 97-telescope configuration with
7� f.o.v. PMTs with standard bi-alkali quantum
efficiency and afterpulse rates were assumed ex-
cept for the 97-telescope configuration with a 50%
higher Q.E. and correspondingly higher night-sky
background.

Integral and spectral sensitivity

Figure 2 shows the integral sensitivity of the three
low-altitude test configurations for 50 hours of ob-
servation time in comparison with a number of cur-
rent and near-future ground and space-based detec-
tors. An improvement of up to an order of magni-
tude with respect to the best current instruments is
seen, despite analysis techniques being still under
development.
Even more dramatic can be the improvements in
the capability to obtain high-quality spectra within
a short time-frame, as illustrated in figure 3 for a
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large field of view
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resolvable E�

(from the LAT webpage)

Fermi

http://www-glast.slac.stanford.edu/software/IS/glast_lat_performance.htm
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Indirect searches start to be very competitive!
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FIG. 3. Top panel: Reconstructed di!erential flux FSrc/Bg,
weighted withE2.7 for better visibility, obtained for the source
and background regions as defined in the text. The units are
TeV1.7 m!2 s!1 sr!1. Due to an energy-dependent selection
e"ciency and the use of e!ective areas obtained from !-ray
simulations, the reconstructed spectra are modified compared
to the cosmic-ray power-law spectrum measured on Earth.
Bottom panel: Flux residua Fres/#Fres, where Fres = FSrc !
FBg and #Fres is the statistical error on Fres. The residual
flux is compatible with a null measurement. Comparable null
residuals are obtained when varying the radius of the source
region, subdividing the data set into di!erent time periods
or observation positions, or analyzing each half of the source
region separately.

the latter case, apart from a displacement with regard to
the DM particle mass scale, the limits shift up (down) if
the !-ray energy is overall under(over)estimated.

SUMMARY

A search for a VHE !-ray signal from DM annihilations
was conducted using H.E.S.S. data from the GC region.
A circular region of radius 1! centered at the GC was cho-
sen for the search, and contamination by astrophysical
!-ray sources along the Galactic plane was excluded. An
optimized background subtraction technique was devel-
oped and applied to extract the !-ray spectrum from the
source region. The analysis resulted in the determination
of stringent upper limits on the velocity-weighted DM an-
nihilation cross-section !"v", being among the best so far
at very high energies. At the same time, the limits do not
di!er strongly between NFW and Einasto parametriza-
tions of the DM density profile of the Milky-Way.
The support of the Namibian authorities and of the

University of Namibia in facilitating the construction and
operation of H.E.S.S. is gratefully acknowledged, as is the
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FIG. 4. Upper limits (at 95% CL) on the velocity-weighted
annihilation cross-section ""v# as a function of the DM par-
ticle mass m! for the Einasto and NFW density profiles.
The best sensitivity is achieved at m! $ 1 TeV. For com-
parison, the best limits derived from observations of dwarf
galaxies at very high energies, i.e. Sgr Dwarf [10], Will-
man 1, Ursa Minor [15] and Draco [9], using in all cases
NFW shaped DM profiles, are shown. Similar to source re-
gion of the current analysis, dwarf galaxies are objects free
of astrophysical background sources. The green points rep-
resent DarkSUSY models [32], which are in agreement with
WMAP and collider constraints and were obtained with a
random scan of the mSUGRA parameter space using the
following parameter ranges: 10 GeV < M0 < 1000 GeV,
10 GeV < M1/2 < 1000 GeV, A0 = 0, 0 < tan# < 60,
sgn(µ) = ±1.
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Look for secondary photons from DM
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Almost as 
constraining: 
galaxy clusters

Ackermann et al,  JCAP ’10
[Fermi-LAT collaboration]

(NB: much better 
discovery potential!) 
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Figure 5: Cross section ��v⇥ limits on dark matter annihilation into bb̄ final states. The
blue regions mark the (90, 95, 99.999)% exclusion regions in the MSII-Sub1 �2(z) DM
structure scenario (and for the other structure scenarios only 95% upper limit lines). The
absorption model in Gilmore et al. [68] is used, and the relative e⇥ect if instead using the
Stecker et al. [69] model is illustrated by the upper branching of the dash-dotted line in
the MSII-Res case. Our conservative limits are shown on the left and the stringent limits
on the right panel. The grey regions show a portions of the MSSM7 parameter space
where the annihilation branching ratio into final states of bb̄ (or bb̄ like states) is > 80%.
See main text for more details.

It is not always direct to compare di⇥erent works on DM annihilation cross section
limits; di⇥erent physics assumptions, di⇥erent analysis methods and di⇥erent data sets
are often used. We will anyway make a comparison to a few other DM constraints, as to
put our cosmological DM results into context. With the MSII-Sub2 case our cross section
limits are among the strongest indirect detection limits presented to date, but this setup
is admittedly a WIMP structure scenario that might be overly optimistic. The structure
and substructure description applied in our BulSub scenario as well as the strict analysis
procedure is similar to what was used in the Fermi analysis of Galaxy clusters [13] and
(with the exception of no additional inclusion of substructure) the Fermi analysis of dwarf
galaxies [8], see also [7]). It is therefore worthwhile to compare those analyses with our
BulSub scenario with the strict upper limit calculation procedure. Our bb̄ cross section
limits are, in this perspective, comparable to the ones presented in the Fermi analysis
of dwarf galaxies [8] and somewhat stronger than the constraints from galaxy clusters
in [13]. For hadronic annihilation channels, cosmic-rays, especially antiproton data, can
provide comparable limits [82]. Such limits are, however, associated with additional un-
certainties due the uncertainties related to charged particle propagation in the Galaxy.
In the preparation of this paper, Fermi-LAT data was used in [10, 11] to set cross section
limits on Galactic DM induced gamma-rays. In these two papers, their data analysis

18

Constraints from the diffuse 
gamma-ray background depend 
strongly on subhalo model

Abdo et al,  JCAP ’10
[Fermi-LAT collaboration]

(NB: much better 
discovery potential!) 
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Ultracompact Minihalos are DM halos that form 
shortly after matter-radiation equality
isolated collapse
formation by radial infall

! ⇢ / r�9/4
(Bertschinger,  ApJS ’95)

Ricotti & Gould, ApJ ’09

Excellent targets for indirect detection 
with gamma rays Scott & Sivertsson, PRL ’09

Lacki & Beacom, ApJ ’10

Required density contrast 
at horizon entry:
PBH: 
typical observed value: 

� ⌘ �⇢

⇢
⇠ 10�3 @ z � zeq

� & 0.3
at ‘large’ scales� ⇠ 10�5
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Line signals (before 03/2012)
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Fermi all-sky search for line signals:

Abdo et al, PRL ’10

not (yet) probing too much of WIMP parameter space
   (NB: natural expectation                                                      )

NB: 1y data, simple choice of target region... 

Vertongen & Weniger, JCAP 2011

⇤⇥v⌅�� � �2
em⇤⇥v⌅therm ⇥ 10�30cm3s�1

Figure 5: Upper bounds on the annihilation cross section into gamma-pairs, !!v"!!!"" , as
a function of the dark matter mass m!, derived from the center region fluxes assuming the
NFW dark matter profile. The gray-solid line shows the 95% C.L. limits as directly derived
from the line flux limits shown in Fig. 3. The black dots show the weakest limits obtained in
the adopted energy bands and are listed in Tab. 3. For comparison, the previous Fermi LAT
limits from Ref. [52] as well as the limits derived from EGRET observations of the Galactic
center [53] are also shown by the red-dashed and the black-dotted lines, respectively. The blue
bands illustrate how the bounds change when using the isothermal or Einasto dark matter
profiles instead.

2.3 Discussion

One crucial assumption underlying our analysis is that the background flux in the di!erent
considered energy windows can be well approximated by a power-law. This assumption
is most likely to break down in cases where the statistics is very good. In order to check
the validity of a power-law ansatz, we show in Fig. 6 the !2/d.o.f. of the background-only
(green lines) and of the background-plus-signal (red lines) fits, as function of the gamma-
ray line energy.11 The grey band corresponds to a p-value of # 5%. For the center region
the fits are essentially in agreement with the data over the whole energy range. However,
p-values significantly smaller than 5% occur at energies between 1 and 10 GeV (as well as
at high energies close to 300 GeV) when considering the halo region, which has a three
times larger statistics than the center region. Assuming that the astrophysical gamma-
ray fluxes follow smooth bended power-laws, this tension points to an instrumental e!ect,
presumably related to the energy reconstruction of gamma-ray events.

11The smallness of the di!erences between the "2/d.o.f. of the background-plus-signal and background-
only fit at high energies comes from the fact that the "2 values are actually dominated by the background
and not by the narrow signal.

12

No significant changes after 24 months of data... 
Ackermann et al, PRD ’12
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LAT data in Section 3 and also present our results there. In Section 4, we compare our
new limits to existing limits from dwarf galaxies, expectations for thermally produced DM,
collider constraints and limits from cosmic-ray anti-protons. We present our conclusions in
Section 5. Finally, we provide some additional technical information about our method of
selecting a target region optimized for the search of DM-related spectral features (Appendix
A) and how a bootstrap analysis of the full sky data can be used as a further test to confirm
the reliability of our statistical method (Appendix B).

2 Particle physics scenario

2.1 Toy model with large virtual internal bremsstrahlung

We will assume that the DM of the Universe is constituted by Majorana fermions !, singlets
under the Standard Model gauge group, which couple to the Standard Model via a Yukawa
interaction with a scalar " that is not much heavier than the DM particle. The Lagrangian
of the model reads:

L = LSM + L! + L" + Lint . (2.1)

Here, LSM is the Standard Model Lagrangian. L! and L" are the parts of the Lagrangian
involving only the Majorana fermion ! and the scalar particle ", respectively, and are given
by

L! =
1

2
!̄ci/#! !

1

2
m!!̄c! ,

L" = (Dµ")†(Dµ") ! m2
""

†" ,
(2.2)

where Dµ denotes the covariant derivative. Lastly, Lint denotes the interaction terms of the
new particles with Standard Model fields.

We will consider in this paper three toy models where the DM particle only couples
to the right-handed muons, tau leptons or bottom quarks, respectively, via a Yukawa inter-
action with the scalar ". We assume the latter to be an SU(2)L singlet in order to avoid
constraints from electroweak precision measurements. The gauge quantum numbers of the
intermediate scalar " are (1,1)1 for couplings with the muon or the tau (i.e. " is a SU(3)c
and SU(2)L singlet with hypercharge Y = 1), and (3̄,1)1/3 for couplings with the bottom
quark. Furthermore, to guarantee a coupling to just one generation of fermions we assign "
a muon number Lµ = !1, a tau number L# = !1 or a beauty number B = !1, respectively.
Then, the relevant part of the interaction Lagrangian reads

Lint = !y!̄!R" + h.c. , (2.3)

with ! = µ, $, b. Note that in principle additional couplings of the form H†H"†" and ("†")2

are allowed (where H denotes the Higgs doublet). We will neglect them throughout this work
since they do not directly influence the gamma-ray signature we are interested in.

In these scenarios, DM particles can annihilate into two fermions with a velocity-
weighted annihilation cross-section which can be decomposed into an s-wave and a p-wave
contribution. The s-wave contribution reads in lowest order of the relative center-of-mass
velocity v [48, 49]

(%v)s-wave
2-body =

y4Nc

32&m2
!

m2
f

m2
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1

(1 + µ)2
, (2.4)
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constraints from electroweak precision measurements. The gauge quantum numbers of the
intermediate scalar " are (1,1)1 for couplings with the muon or the tau (i.e. " is a SU(3)c
and SU(2)L singlet with hypercharge Y = 1), and (3̄,1)1/3 for couplings with the bottom
quark. Furthermore, to guarantee a coupling to just one generation of fermions we assign "
a muon number Lµ = !1, a tau number L# = !1 or a beauty number B = !1, respectively.
Then, the relevant part of the interaction Lagrangian reads
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with ! = µ, $, b. Note that in principle additional couplings of the form H†H"†" and ("†")2

are allowed (where H denotes the Higgs doublet). We will neglect them throughout this work
since they do not directly influence the gamma-ray signature we are interested in.

In these scenarios, DM particles can annihilate into two fermions with a velocity-
weighted annihilation cross-section which can be decomposed into an s-wave and a p-wave
contribution. The s-wave contribution reads in lowest order of the relative center-of-mass
velocity v [48, 49]
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LAT data in Section 3 and also present our results there. In Section 4, we compare our
new limits to existing limits from dwarf galaxies, expectations for thermally produced DM,
collider constraints and limits from cosmic-ray anti-protons. We present our conclusions in
Section 5. Finally, we provide some additional technical information about our method of
selecting a target region optimized for the search of DM-related spectral features (Appendix
A) and how a bootstrap analysis of the full sky data can be used as a further test to confirm
the reliability of our statistical method (Appendix B).
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Figure 2. Gamma-ray spectrum (N denotes the number of photons produced per annihilation) as
predicted by our toy model for di!erent final-state fermions, assuming m! = 200 GeV and a mass-
splitting of µ = 1.1. Solid lines show the full contribution from three-body final states, including the
VIB photons close to x = 1; dotted lines show contributions from the helicity-suppressed two-body
final states including FSR (in case of muons, the latter is strongly suppressed and not visible on the
plotted scales). Branching ratios are calculated according to Eqns. (2.4) and (2.6). In case of bottom-
quarks, we also include contributions from gluon VIB, !! ! b̄bg, following Ref. [45, 54] (dashed line).
Note that we convolve the spectra shown here with the Fermi LAT energy dispersion as derived from
the instrument response functions (about "E " 10% at around 100 GeV [57]) before any fits to the
data are performed.

U(1) # SU(2) gauge as well as Higgs fields,

! $ !!0
1 = N11

!B + N12
"W 3 + N13

!H0
1 + N14

!H0
2 , (2.9)

and thus a Majorana fermion just like the DM particle in our toy model. As pointed out
above, the annihilation into fermion-antifermion pairs f̄ f is therefore helicity suppressed in
the limit of small velocities; this helicity suppression can be lifted if an additional photon is
present in the final state and annihilation happens via the t-channel exchange of a charged
particle. In the case of supersymmetry, this can only be achieved through the corresponding
left- and right-handed sfermions f̃L and f̃R which, in the limit of vanishing mf , couple to the
neutralino and fermions as

L!f̃f
int = yL!̄fLf̃L + yR!̄fRf̃R + h.c. , (2.10)

where as usual fR/L $ 1
2 (1 ± "5)f . Compared to Eq. 2.3, the sfermions thus play exactly

the same role as # and the main di!erence to our toy model is that i) there are two relevant
scalars for each fermion final state and that ii) the interaction strength y(R,L) is no longer
a free parameter but uniquely defined by gauge symmetry, and of course the composition of
the neutralino (see e.g. Ref. [59]):

yL = %
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yR =
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Figure 1. Feynman diagrams of the processes that contribute in leading order to the three-body
annihilation cross-section and produce internal bremsstrahlung. The first diagram very roughly cor-
responds to VIB, the second and third to FSR (but note that these contributions can be properly
defined and separated in a gauge-invariant way [19]).

mass-splitting of µ = 1.1. The spectra of secondary photons that stem from the subsequent
decay or fragmentation of the produced fermions are derived using Pythia 6.4.19 [53]. Note
that in case of bottom-quark final states we also take into account the production of VIB
gluons following Refs. [45, 54].1 For two-body annihilation, we cross-checked our results
with the analytical fits from Ref. [55, 56] and find very good agreement. From Fig. 2 it
is clear that for small enough mass-splittings the gamma-ray spectrum at high energies is
completely dominated by VIB photons, which show up as a pronounced peak at energies
close to the dark matter mass. Secondary photons and FSR only become relevant at lower
energies, or for larger values of µ. In our spectral analysis of galactic center fluxes presented in
Section 3, we will entirely concentrate on the spectral VIB feature and neglect the featureless
secondary photons. We will consider the range 1 < µ ! 2, because the VIB feature is most
important in the nearly degenerate case. In this range, the shape of the VIB spectrum is
almost independent of µ (it becomes slightly wider for larger µ), but its normalization can
vary rather strongly: for µ = 1.1 (µ = 2.0), the rate is already suppressed by a factor of 0.55
(0.05) with respect to the exactly degenerate µ = 1 case; for large µ, the rate scales as ! µ!4

(whereas the two-body annihilation rate scales like ! µ!2). For comparison with our main
results, we will also derive limits from dwarf galaxy observations (see Section 4.1); in this
case we will take into account both VIB and secondary photons.

2.2 Connection to the MSSM

Before continuing, let us briefly mention the connection between our toy model and the much
more often studied case of supersymmetry. The minimal supersymmetric extension to the
standard model (MSSM) is extremely well motivated from a particle physics point of view—
leading, in particular, to a unification of gauge couplings and strongly mitigating fine-tuning
issues in the Higgs sector—and the stability of the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP)
is guaranteed by the conservation of R-parity; if it is neutral and weakly interacting, the
LSP thus makes for an ideal DM candidate (for a comprehensive and pedagogical primer to
supersymmetry and the MSSM see e.g. Ref. [58]).

In most cases, the lightest neutralino is the LSP, and thus a prime candidate for WIMP
DM [3]. It is a linear combination of the superpartners of the neutral components of the

1We use throughout the values !s = 0.118 and !em = 1/128 as evaluated at the mass of the Z boson. For
DM masses m! = 40 to 300 GeV this approximation a!ects the VIB photon cross-section at the few percent
level, and the gluon VIB cross-section by ! 20%.
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LAT data in Section 3 and also present our results there. In Section 4, we compare our
new limits to existing limits from dwarf galaxies, expectations for thermally produced DM,
collider constraints and limits from cosmic-ray anti-protons. We present our conclusions in
Section 5. Finally, we provide some additional technical information about our method of
selecting a target region optimized for the search of DM-related spectral features (Appendix
A) and how a bootstrap analysis of the full sky data can be used as a further test to confirm
the reliability of our statistical method (Appendix B).

2 Particle physics scenario

2.1 Toy model with large virtual internal bremsstrahlung

We will assume that the DM of the Universe is constituted by Majorana fermions !, singlets
under the Standard Model gauge group, which couple to the Standard Model via a Yukawa
interaction with a scalar " that is not much heavier than the DM particle. The Lagrangian
of the model reads:

L = LSM + L! + L" + Lint . (2.1)

Here, LSM is the Standard Model Lagrangian. L! and L" are the parts of the Lagrangian
involving only the Majorana fermion ! and the scalar particle ", respectively, and are given
by

L! =
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2
!̄ci/#! !

1

2
m!!̄c! ,

L" = (Dµ")†(Dµ") ! m2
""

†" ,
(2.2)

where Dµ denotes the covariant derivative. Lastly, Lint denotes the interaction terms of the
new particles with Standard Model fields.

We will consider in this paper three toy models where the DM particle only couples
to the right-handed muons, tau leptons or bottom quarks, respectively, via a Yukawa inter-
action with the scalar ". We assume the latter to be an SU(2)L singlet in order to avoid
constraints from electroweak precision measurements. The gauge quantum numbers of the
intermediate scalar " are (1,1)1 for couplings with the muon or the tau (i.e. " is a SU(3)c
and SU(2)L singlet with hypercharge Y = 1), and (3̄,1)1/3 for couplings with the bottom
quark. Furthermore, to guarantee a coupling to just one generation of fermions we assign "
a muon number Lµ = !1, a tau number L# = !1 or a beauty number B = !1, respectively.
Then, the relevant part of the interaction Lagrangian reads

Lint = !y!̄!R" + h.c. , (2.3)

with ! = µ, $, b. Note that in principle additional couplings of the form H†H"†" and ("†")2

are allowed (where H denotes the Higgs doublet). We will neglect them throughout this work
since they do not directly influence the gamma-ray signature we are interested in.

In these scenarios, DM particles can annihilate into two fermions with a velocity-
weighted annihilation cross-section which can be decomposed into an s-wave and a p-wave
contribution. The s-wave contribution reads in lowest order of the relative center-of-mass
velocity v [48, 49]
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Figure 2. Gamma-ray spectrum (N denotes the number of photons produced per annihilation) as
predicted by our toy model for di!erent final-state fermions, assuming m! = 200 GeV and a mass-
splitting of µ = 1.1. Solid lines show the full contribution from three-body final states, including the
VIB photons close to x = 1; dotted lines show contributions from the helicity-suppressed two-body
final states including FSR (in case of muons, the latter is strongly suppressed and not visible on the
plotted scales). Branching ratios are calculated according to Eqns. (2.4) and (2.6). In case of bottom-
quarks, we also include contributions from gluon VIB, !! ! b̄bg, following Ref. [45, 54] (dashed line).
Note that we convolve the spectra shown here with the Fermi LAT energy dispersion as derived from
the instrument response functions (about "E " 10% at around 100 GeV [57]) before any fits to the
data are performed.
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and thus a Majorana fermion just like the DM particle in our toy model. As pointed out
above, the annihilation into fermion-antifermion pairs f̄ f is therefore helicity suppressed in
the limit of small velocities; this helicity suppression can be lifted if an additional photon is
present in the final state and annihilation happens via the t-channel exchange of a charged
particle. In the case of supersymmetry, this can only be achieved through the corresponding
left- and right-handed sfermions f̃L and f̃R which, in the limit of vanishing mf , couple to the
neutralino and fermions as

L!f̃f
int = yL!̄fLf̃L + yR!̄fRf̃R + h.c. , (2.10)

where as usual fR/L $ 1
2 (1 ± "5)f . Compared to Eq. 2.3, the sfermions thus play exactly

the same role as # and the main di!erence to our toy model is that i) there are two relevant
scalars for each fermion final state and that ii) the interaction strength y(R,L) is no longer
a free parameter but uniquely defined by gauge symmetry, and of course the composition of
the neutralino (see e.g. Ref. [59]):
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Figure 1. Feynman diagrams of the processes that contribute in leading order to the three-body
annihilation cross-section and produce internal bremsstrahlung. The first diagram very roughly cor-
responds to VIB, the second and third to FSR (but note that these contributions can be properly
defined and separated in a gauge-invariant way [19]).

mass-splitting of µ = 1.1. The spectra of secondary photons that stem from the subsequent
decay or fragmentation of the produced fermions are derived using Pythia 6.4.19 [53]. Note
that in case of bottom-quark final states we also take into account the production of VIB
gluons following Refs. [45, 54].1 For two-body annihilation, we cross-checked our results
with the analytical fits from Ref. [55, 56] and find very good agreement. From Fig. 2 it
is clear that for small enough mass-splittings the gamma-ray spectrum at high energies is
completely dominated by VIB photons, which show up as a pronounced peak at energies
close to the dark matter mass. Secondary photons and FSR only become relevant at lower
energies, or for larger values of µ. In our spectral analysis of galactic center fluxes presented in
Section 3, we will entirely concentrate on the spectral VIB feature and neglect the featureless
secondary photons. We will consider the range 1 < µ ! 2, because the VIB feature is most
important in the nearly degenerate case. In this range, the shape of the VIB spectrum is
almost independent of µ (it becomes slightly wider for larger µ), but its normalization can
vary rather strongly: for µ = 1.1 (µ = 2.0), the rate is already suppressed by a factor of 0.55
(0.05) with respect to the exactly degenerate µ = 1 case; for large µ, the rate scales as ! µ!4

(whereas the two-body annihilation rate scales like ! µ!2). For comparison with our main
results, we will also derive limits from dwarf galaxy observations (see Section 4.1); in this
case we will take into account both VIB and secondary photons.

2.2 Connection to the MSSM

Before continuing, let us briefly mention the connection between our toy model and the much
more often studied case of supersymmetry. The minimal supersymmetric extension to the
standard model (MSSM) is extremely well motivated from a particle physics point of view—
leading, in particular, to a unification of gauge couplings and strongly mitigating fine-tuning
issues in the Higgs sector—and the stability of the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP)
is guaranteed by the conservation of R-parity; if it is neutral and weakly interacting, the
LSP thus makes for an ideal DM candidate (for a comprehensive and pedagogical primer to
supersymmetry and the MSSM see e.g. Ref. [58]).

In most cases, the lightest neutralino is the LSP, and thus a prime candidate for WIMP
DM [3]. It is a linear combination of the superpartners of the neutral components of the

1We use throughout the values !s = 0.118 and !em = 1/128 as evaluated at the mass of the Z boson. For
DM masses m! = 40 to 300 GeV this approximation a!ects the VIB photon cross-section at the few percent
level, and the gluon VIB cross-section by ! 20%.
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LAT data in Section 3 and also present our results there. In Section 4, we compare our
new limits to existing limits from dwarf galaxies, expectations for thermally produced DM,
collider constraints and limits from cosmic-ray anti-protons. We present our conclusions in
Section 5. Finally, we provide some additional technical information about our method of
selecting a target region optimized for the search of DM-related spectral features (Appendix
A) and how a bootstrap analysis of the full sky data can be used as a further test to confirm
the reliability of our statistical method (Appendix B).

2 Particle physics scenario

2.1 Toy model with large virtual internal bremsstrahlung

We will assume that the DM of the Universe is constituted by Majorana fermions !, singlets
under the Standard Model gauge group, which couple to the Standard Model via a Yukawa
interaction with a scalar " that is not much heavier than the DM particle. The Lagrangian
of the model reads:

L = LSM + L! + L" + Lint . (2.1)

Here, LSM is the Standard Model Lagrangian. L! and L" are the parts of the Lagrangian
involving only the Majorana fermion ! and the scalar particle ", respectively, and are given
by

L! =
1

2
!̄ci/#! !

1

2
m!!̄c! ,

L" = (Dµ")†(Dµ") ! m2
""

†" ,
(2.2)

where Dµ denotes the covariant derivative. Lastly, Lint denotes the interaction terms of the
new particles with Standard Model fields.

We will consider in this paper three toy models where the DM particle only couples
to the right-handed muons, tau leptons or bottom quarks, respectively, via a Yukawa inter-
action with the scalar ". We assume the latter to be an SU(2)L singlet in order to avoid
constraints from electroweak precision measurements. The gauge quantum numbers of the
intermediate scalar " are (1,1)1 for couplings with the muon or the tau (i.e. " is a SU(3)c
and SU(2)L singlet with hypercharge Y = 1), and (3̄,1)1/3 for couplings with the bottom
quark. Furthermore, to guarantee a coupling to just one generation of fermions we assign "
a muon number Lµ = !1, a tau number L# = !1 or a beauty number B = !1, respectively.
Then, the relevant part of the interaction Lagrangian reads

Lint = !y!̄!R" + h.c. , (2.3)

with ! = µ, $, b. Note that in principle additional couplings of the form H†H"†" and ("†")2

are allowed (where H denotes the Higgs doublet). We will neglect them throughout this work
since they do not directly influence the gamma-ray signature we are interested in.

In these scenarios, DM particles can annihilate into two fermions with a velocity-
weighted annihilation cross-section which can be decomposed into an s-wave and a p-wave
contribution. The s-wave contribution reads in lowest order of the relative center-of-mass
velocity v [48, 49]

(%v)s-wave
2-body =

y4Nc

32&m2
!

m2
f

m2
!

1

(1 + µ)2
, (2.4)
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Figure 2. Gamma-ray spectrum (N denotes the number of photons produced per annihilation) as
predicted by our toy model for di!erent final-state fermions, assuming m! = 200 GeV and a mass-
splitting of µ = 1.1. Solid lines show the full contribution from three-body final states, including the
VIB photons close to x = 1; dotted lines show contributions from the helicity-suppressed two-body
final states including FSR (in case of muons, the latter is strongly suppressed and not visible on the
plotted scales). Branching ratios are calculated according to Eqns. (2.4) and (2.6). In case of bottom-
quarks, we also include contributions from gluon VIB, !! ! b̄bg, following Ref. [45, 54] (dashed line).
Note that we convolve the spectra shown here with the Fermi LAT energy dispersion as derived from
the instrument response functions (about "E " 10% at around 100 GeV [57]) before any fits to the
data are performed.

U(1) # SU(2) gauge as well as Higgs fields,

! $ !!0
1 = N11

!B + N12
"W 3 + N13

!H0
1 + N14

!H0
2 , (2.9)

and thus a Majorana fermion just like the DM particle in our toy model. As pointed out
above, the annihilation into fermion-antifermion pairs f̄ f is therefore helicity suppressed in
the limit of small velocities; this helicity suppression can be lifted if an additional photon is
present in the final state and annihilation happens via the t-channel exchange of a charged
particle. In the case of supersymmetry, this can only be achieved through the corresponding
left- and right-handed sfermions f̃L and f̃R which, in the limit of vanishing mf , couple to the
neutralino and fermions as

L!f̃f
int = yL!̄fLf̃L + yR!̄fRf̃R + h.c. , (2.10)

where as usual fR/L $ 1
2 (1 ± "5)f . Compared to Eq. 2.3, the sfermions thus play exactly

the same role as # and the main di!erence to our toy model is that i) there are two relevant
scalars for each fermion final state and that ii) the interaction strength y(R,L) is no longer
a free parameter but uniquely defined by gauge symmetry, and of course the composition of
the neutralino (see e.g. Ref. [59]):

yL = %
2Qf & 1

'
2

g tan $WN11 &
g'
2
N12 , (2.11)

yR =
'

2Qfg tan $WN11 , (2.12)
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Figure 1. Feynman diagrams of the processes that contribute in leading order to the three-body
annihilation cross-section and produce internal bremsstrahlung. The first diagram very roughly cor-
responds to VIB, the second and third to FSR (but note that these contributions can be properly
defined and separated in a gauge-invariant way [19]).

mass-splitting of µ = 1.1. The spectra of secondary photons that stem from the subsequent
decay or fragmentation of the produced fermions are derived using Pythia 6.4.19 [53]. Note
that in case of bottom-quark final states we also take into account the production of VIB
gluons following Refs. [45, 54].1 For two-body annihilation, we cross-checked our results
with the analytical fits from Ref. [55, 56] and find very good agreement. From Fig. 2 it
is clear that for small enough mass-splittings the gamma-ray spectrum at high energies is
completely dominated by VIB photons, which show up as a pronounced peak at energies
close to the dark matter mass. Secondary photons and FSR only become relevant at lower
energies, or for larger values of µ. In our spectral analysis of galactic center fluxes presented in
Section 3, we will entirely concentrate on the spectral VIB feature and neglect the featureless
secondary photons. We will consider the range 1 < µ ! 2, because the VIB feature is most
important in the nearly degenerate case. In this range, the shape of the VIB spectrum is
almost independent of µ (it becomes slightly wider for larger µ), but its normalization can
vary rather strongly: for µ = 1.1 (µ = 2.0), the rate is already suppressed by a factor of 0.55
(0.05) with respect to the exactly degenerate µ = 1 case; for large µ, the rate scales as ! µ!4

(whereas the two-body annihilation rate scales like ! µ!2). For comparison with our main
results, we will also derive limits from dwarf galaxy observations (see Section 4.1); in this
case we will take into account both VIB and secondary photons.

2.2 Connection to the MSSM

Before continuing, let us briefly mention the connection between our toy model and the much
more often studied case of supersymmetry. The minimal supersymmetric extension to the
standard model (MSSM) is extremely well motivated from a particle physics point of view—
leading, in particular, to a unification of gauge couplings and strongly mitigating fine-tuning
issues in the Higgs sector—and the stability of the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP)
is guaranteed by the conservation of R-parity; if it is neutral and weakly interacting, the
LSP thus makes for an ideal DM candidate (for a comprehensive and pedagogical primer to
supersymmetry and the MSSM see e.g. Ref. [58]).

In most cases, the lightest neutralino is the LSP, and thus a prime candidate for WIMP
DM [3]. It is a linear combination of the superpartners of the neutral components of the

1We use throughout the values !s = 0.118 and !em = 1/128 as evaluated at the mass of the Z boson. For
DM masses m! = 40 to 300 GeV this approximation a!ects the VIB photon cross-section at the few percent
level, and the gluon VIB cross-section by ! 20%.
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~same, but for annulus (excluding the GC)
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New idea: data-driven approach to optimize ROI
estimate background distribution from observed 
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25
Figure 3. Target regions used in our spectral analysis (solid black lines). From top left to bottom
right, Reg1, Reg2, Reg3 and Reg4 are respectively optimized for DM profiles with inner slopes of
! = (1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.4) as described in the text and in appendix A. The optimization maximizes
the signal-to-noise ratio. For comparison, the colors show the expected signal-to-background ratio,
normalized in each case to 1 for the central pixel.

profile; in order to select it, we estimate the expected spatial distribution of background noise
in our search for spectral features above 40 GeV by considering the actually measured events
below 40 GeV. The spatial distribution of signal photons, on the other hand, just follows
from Eq. (3.1). All details of the method are given in appendix A.

We adopt four reference values for the inner slope of the DM profile, ! = 1.0, 1.1, 1.2
and 1.4, for which we obtain the target regions that are shown in Fig. 3 as solid black lines. In
this plot, the colors encode the expected signal-to-background ratio in di!erent regions of the
sky, normalized to one for the pixel where this ratio is maximal (note that the actual value
of this quantity is a factor of 1.9 (3.9, 31) larger for Reg2 (Reg3, Reg4) than for Reg1). In
case of a standard NFW profile with ! = 1.0, the target region includes besides the galactic
center also regions at higher and lower latitudes up to |b| ! 70!; for steeper profiles the
optimal target regions shrink drastically to regions closer to the galactic center. The galactic
disc is strongly disfavoured in all cases. Southern regions are somewhat prefered, since the
di!use gamma-ray emission from our galaxy is not perfectly north/south symmetric. From
these four regions we extract the measured spatially integrated gamma-ray energy spectrum
for our subsequent analysis.
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‘binned’ likelihood  
NB: bin size       energy resolution        same as un-binned analysis!⌧  
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now let’s compare this to the limits one should expect... 
(to do so, generate large number of mock data sets from null model)

[NB: prospects also excellent for IACTs:                                                   ]  (TB, Calore, Vertongen & Weniger, PRD ’10)
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Need to take into account that many independent 
statistical trials are performed!
[i) scan over DM mass and ii) different test regions]
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Weniger, JCAP ’12
“A tentative gamma-ray line 
from DM @ Fermi LAT”
same data: 43 months Fermi LAT
very nice and extended description 
of (~same) method
extended discussion

Figure 1. Left panel: The black lines show the target regions that are used in the present analysis in
case of the SOURCE event class (the ULTRACLEAN regions are very similar). From top to bottom,
they are respectively optimized for the cored isothermal, the NFW (with ! = 1), the Einasto and the
contracted (with ! = 1.15, 1.3) DM profiles. The colors indicate the signal-to-background ratio with
arbitrary but common normalization; in Reg2 to Reg5 they are respectively downscaled by factors
(1.6, 3.0, 4.3, 18.8) for better visibility.
Right panel: From top to bottom, the panels show the 20–300 GeV gamma-ray (+ residual CR)
spectra as observed in Reg1 to Reg5 with statistical error bars. The SOURCE and ULTRACLEAN
events are shown in black and magenta, respectively. Dotted lines show power-laws with the indicated
slopes; dashed lines show the EGBG + residual CRs. The vertical gray line indicates E = 129.0 GeV.
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from DM @ Fermi LAT”
same data: 43 months Fermi LAT
very nice and extended description 
of (~same) method
extended discussion

Figure 1. Left panel: The black lines show the target regions that are used in the present analysis in
case of the SOURCE event class (the ULTRACLEAN regions are very similar). From top to bottom,
they are respectively optimized for the cored isothermal, the NFW (with ! = 1), the Einasto and the
contracted (with ! = 1.15, 1.3) DM profiles. The colors indicate the signal-to-background ratio with
arbitrary but common normalization; in Reg2 to Reg5 they are respectively downscaled by factors
(1.6, 3.0, 4.3, 18.8) for better visibility.
Right panel: From top to bottom, the panels show the 20–300 GeV gamma-ray (+ residual CR)
spectra as observed in Reg1 to Reg5 with statistical error bars. The SOURCE and ULTRACLEAN
events are shown in black and magenta, respectively. Dotted lines show power-laws with the indicated
slopes; dashed lines show the EGBG + residual CRs. The vertical gray line indicates E = 129.0 GeV.
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Tempel, Hektor & Raidal, JCAP ’12
Rajaraman, Tait & Whiteson, JCAP ’12
Su & Finkbeiner, 1206.1616

triggered significant interest in the 
community… [~100 citations after 9 months!]
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Fig. 3.— All-sky CLEAN 3.7 year maps in 5 energy bins, and a residual map (lower right). The residual map is the 120! 140 GeV map
minus a background estimate, taken to be the average of the other 4 maps where the average is computed in E2dN/dE units. This simple
background estimate is su!cient to remove the Galactic plane and most of the large-scale di"use structures and even bright point sources.
A cuspy structure toward the Galactic center is revealed as the only significant structure in the residual gamma-ray map. All of the maps
are smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of FWHM = 10! without source subtraction.

are available on the Internet, and it is from these files
that we build our maps.
The point spread function (PSF) is about 0.8! for 68%

containment at 1 GeV and decreases with energy as r68 !
E"0.8, asymptoting to ! 0.2! at high energy. The LAT
is designed to survey the gamma-ray sky in the energy
range from about 20 MeV to several hundreds of GeV.
We use the latest publicly available data and instru-

ment response functions, known as Pass 7 (P7 V6)4. For
most figures in this work we use the CLEAN event class,
which has larger e!ective area than ULTRACLEAN and
lower background than SOURCE. In a few cases, we show
figures made with ULTRACLEAN or SOURCE events as ev-
idence that this choice has no qualitative e!ect on our
results.
Photons coming from the bright limb at Earth’s

horizon, dominantly produced by grazing-incidence CR
showers in the atmosphere, are a potential source of con-
tamination. We minimize this background by selecting
events with zenith angle less than 100! as suggested in

4 Details at http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/

data/analysis/documentation/Pass7 usage.html

the Fermi Cicerone5. We also exclude some time in-
tervals, primarily while Fermi passes through the South
Atlantic Anomaly.

2.2. Map Making

We generate full-sky maps of counts and exposure us-
ing HEALPix, a convenient equal-area iso-latitude full-
sky pixelization widely used in the CMB community.6

Spherical harmonic smoothing is straightforward in this
pixelization, and we smooth each map by the kernel re-
quired to obtain an approximately Gaussian PSF of some
target FWHM, usually 10!. We generate maps for front-
and back-converting events separately, smooth them to
a common PSF, and then combine them.
We construct maps both with and without point source

subtraction. We subtract point sources listed in the Sec-
ond Fermi-LAT catalog (2FGL), which is based on 24
months of P7 V6 LAT observations.7 The PSF and ef-

5 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/.
6 HEALPix software and documentation can be found at

http://healpix.jpl.nasa.gov, and the IDL routines used in
this analysis are available as part of the IDLUTILS product at
http://sdss3data.lbl.gov/software/idlutils.

7 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/2yr catalog,

120-140 GeV residual map
created by subtracting background 
estimate =                 average of 
(80-100,100-120, 160-180) maps
all maps smoothed with FWHM=10°
no similar structure seen elsewhere
~no difference with(out) point sources

E2dN/dE
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Fig. 3.— All-sky CLEAN 3.7 year maps in 5 energy bins, and a residual map (lower right). The residual map is the 120! 140 GeV map
minus a background estimate, taken to be the average of the other 4 maps where the average is computed in E2dN/dE units. This simple
background estimate is su!cient to remove the Galactic plane and most of the large-scale di"use structures and even bright point sources.
A cuspy structure toward the Galactic center is revealed as the only significant structure in the residual gamma-ray map. All of the maps
are smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of FWHM = 10! without source subtraction.

are available on the Internet, and it is from these files
that we build our maps.
The point spread function (PSF) is about 0.8! for 68%

containment at 1 GeV and decreases with energy as r68 !
E"0.8, asymptoting to ! 0.2! at high energy. The LAT
is designed to survey the gamma-ray sky in the energy
range from about 20 MeV to several hundreds of GeV.
We use the latest publicly available data and instru-

ment response functions, known as Pass 7 (P7 V6)4. For
most figures in this work we use the CLEAN event class,
which has larger e!ective area than ULTRACLEAN and
lower background than SOURCE. In a few cases, we show
figures made with ULTRACLEAN or SOURCE events as ev-
idence that this choice has no qualitative e!ect on our
results.
Photons coming from the bright limb at Earth’s

horizon, dominantly produced by grazing-incidence CR
showers in the atmosphere, are a potential source of con-
tamination. We minimize this background by selecting
events with zenith angle less than 100! as suggested in

4 Details at http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/

data/analysis/documentation/Pass7 usage.html

the Fermi Cicerone5. We also exclude some time in-
tervals, primarily while Fermi passes through the South
Atlantic Anomaly.

2.2. Map Making

We generate full-sky maps of counts and exposure us-
ing HEALPix, a convenient equal-area iso-latitude full-
sky pixelization widely used in the CMB community.6

Spherical harmonic smoothing is straightforward in this
pixelization, and we smooth each map by the kernel re-
quired to obtain an approximately Gaussian PSF of some
target FWHM, usually 10!. We generate maps for front-
and back-converting events separately, smooth them to
a common PSF, and then combine them.
We construct maps both with and without point source

subtraction. We subtract point sources listed in the Sec-
ond Fermi-LAT catalog (2FGL), which is based on 24
months of P7 V6 LAT observations.7 The PSF and ef-

5 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/.
6 HEALPix software and documentation can be found at

http://healpix.jpl.nasa.gov, and the IDL routines used in
this analysis are available as part of the IDLUTILS product at
http://sdss3data.lbl.gov/software/idlutils.

7 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/2yr catalog,
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Fig. 10.— Left panel: Spectral energy distributions of the templates listed in the figure legend. In the left panel, we use CLEAN events with
|b| > 1! and all longitudes. Besides the disk-correlated emission (green), uniform emission (brown), and the Fermi bubble template (blue),
the cusp component modeled as a FWHM = 4! Gaussian in the GC (red) has been included. Vertical bars show the marginalized 68%
confidence range derived from the parameter covariance matrix for the template coe!cients in each energy bin. Arrows indicate 1! upper
limits. For reference, we overplot lines centered at 111 GeV and 129 GeV (dotted cyan) convolved with a three-Gaussian approximation of
the LAT instrumental response (Edmonds 2011), and their sum (dotted black). The line centers and amplitudes are determined from a fit
to the spectrum in the right panel (see text). Right panel: the same as the left panel but using data masking out |b| < 5! and |l| > 6!.
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Fig. 11.— Same as right panel of Figure 10 but splitting the
bubble template into two regions one with |b| > 30! and the other
with |b| < 30!.

The gamma-ray cusp appears to possess a symmetric
distribution around the Galactic center. To investigate
whether there is any more extended cusp component con-
tributing the excess at 120 ! 140 GeV, we include an
extra “outer ring” template as shown in Figure 8. The
outer ring template is a FWHM=10! Gaussian with an
8! radius hole in the center. Even with this freedom,

E range (GeV) Energy cusp (CLEAN) cusp (SOURCE)
84.9! 89.5 87.2 -1.01 ± 4.42 -2.19± 4.30
89.5! 94.5 92.0 -0.79 ± 4.28 -1.53±4.29
94.5! 99.7 97.1 0.03 ± 4.64 4.37±5.26

99.7! 105.2 102.4 0.06 ± 5.04 3.05±5.77
105.2 ! 111.0 108.1 7.37 ± 5.73 8.61±5.95
111.0 ! 117.1 114.0 18.58 ± 7.25 21.80±7.57
117.1 ! 123.6 120.3 7.18 ± 5.82 7.19±6.03
123.6 ! 130.4 127.0 20.06 ± 7.75 19.78±7.61
130.4 ! 137.6 134.0 17.91 ± 8.38 10.82±7.83
137.6 ! 145.2 141.4 9.50 ± 6.78 16.71±7.50
145.2 ! 153.2 149.2 4.07 ± 5.73 3.07± 5.36
153.2 ! 161.7 157.4 1.70 ± 6.29 8.07± 7.14
161.7 ! 170.6 166.1 3.11 ± 4.50 4.34± 4.88
170.6 ! 180.1 175.2 3.08 ± 5.69 2.91± 5.90
180.1 ! 190.0 185.0 10.11 ± 8.18 7.07± 8.34
190.0 ! 200.5 195.2 3.99 ± 7.04 1.84± 6.46

TABLE 1

The template fitting coefficients and errors of the

diffuse gamma-ray cusp correspond to the right panel of

Figure 10 and right panel of Figure 12. The gamma-ray

luminosity in each energy range is shown in the unit of

keV cm"2s"1sr"1.

there is no significant change in the cusp spectrum (Fig-
ure 14). There was no significant improvement of the
likelihood for this model, and the spectrum of the outer
ring is consistent with zero. Our conclusion is that the
gamma-ray cusp is a distinct component, and is centrally
concentrated.

4.2. Trials factor

We use a trials factor of 300 for this bump. This is
based on the fact that the LAT energy resolution is "

(fit linear combinations of spatial templates)
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Fig. 3.— All-sky CLEAN 3.7 year maps in 5 energy bins, and a residual map (lower right). The residual map is the 120! 140 GeV map
minus a background estimate, taken to be the average of the other 4 maps where the average is computed in E2dN/dE units. This simple
background estimate is su!cient to remove the Galactic plane and most of the large-scale di"use structures and even bright point sources.
A cuspy structure toward the Galactic center is revealed as the only significant structure in the residual gamma-ray map. All of the maps
are smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of FWHM = 10! without source subtraction.

are available on the Internet, and it is from these files
that we build our maps.
The point spread function (PSF) is about 0.8! for 68%

containment at 1 GeV and decreases with energy as r68 !
E"0.8, asymptoting to ! 0.2! at high energy. The LAT
is designed to survey the gamma-ray sky in the energy
range from about 20 MeV to several hundreds of GeV.
We use the latest publicly available data and instru-

ment response functions, known as Pass 7 (P7 V6)4. For
most figures in this work we use the CLEAN event class,
which has larger e!ective area than ULTRACLEAN and
lower background than SOURCE. In a few cases, we show
figures made with ULTRACLEAN or SOURCE events as ev-
idence that this choice has no qualitative e!ect on our
results.
Photons coming from the bright limb at Earth’s

horizon, dominantly produced by grazing-incidence CR
showers in the atmosphere, are a potential source of con-
tamination. We minimize this background by selecting
events with zenith angle less than 100! as suggested in

4 Details at http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/

data/analysis/documentation/Pass7 usage.html

the Fermi Cicerone5. We also exclude some time in-
tervals, primarily while Fermi passes through the South
Atlantic Anomaly.

2.2. Map Making

We generate full-sky maps of counts and exposure us-
ing HEALPix, a convenient equal-area iso-latitude full-
sky pixelization widely used in the CMB community.6

Spherical harmonic smoothing is straightforward in this
pixelization, and we smooth each map by the kernel re-
quired to obtain an approximately Gaussian PSF of some
target FWHM, usually 10!. We generate maps for front-
and back-converting events separately, smooth them to
a common PSF, and then combine them.
We construct maps both with and without point source

subtraction. We subtract point sources listed in the Sec-
ond Fermi-LAT catalog (2FGL), which is based on 24
months of P7 V6 LAT observations.7 The PSF and ef-

5 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/.
6 HEALPix software and documentation can be found at

http://healpix.jpl.nasa.gov, and the IDL routines used in
this analysis are available as part of the IDLUTILS product at
http://sdss3data.lbl.gov/software/idlutils.

7 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/2yr catalog,

120-140 GeV residual map
created by subtracting background 
estimate =                 average of 
(80-100,100-120, 160-180) maps
all maps smoothed with FWHM=10°
no similar structure seen elsewhere
~no difference with(out) point sources

E2dN/dE

Template regression analysis
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Fig. 10.— Left panel: Spectral energy distributions of the templates listed in the figure legend. In the left panel, we use CLEAN events with
|b| > 1! and all longitudes. Besides the disk-correlated emission (green), uniform emission (brown), and the Fermi bubble template (blue),
the cusp component modeled as a FWHM = 4! Gaussian in the GC (red) has been included. Vertical bars show the marginalized 68%
confidence range derived from the parameter covariance matrix for the template coe!cients in each energy bin. Arrows indicate 1! upper
limits. For reference, we overplot lines centered at 111 GeV and 129 GeV (dotted cyan) convolved with a three-Gaussian approximation of
the LAT instrumental response (Edmonds 2011), and their sum (dotted black). The line centers and amplitudes are determined from a fit
to the spectrum in the right panel (see text). Right panel: the same as the left panel but using data masking out |b| < 5! and |l| > 6!.
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Fig. 11.— Same as right panel of Figure 10 but splitting the
bubble template into two regions one with |b| > 30! and the other
with |b| < 30!.

The gamma-ray cusp appears to possess a symmetric
distribution around the Galactic center. To investigate
whether there is any more extended cusp component con-
tributing the excess at 120 ! 140 GeV, we include an
extra “outer ring” template as shown in Figure 8. The
outer ring template is a FWHM=10! Gaussian with an
8! radius hole in the center. Even with this freedom,

E range (GeV) Energy cusp (CLEAN) cusp (SOURCE)
84.9! 89.5 87.2 -1.01 ± 4.42 -2.19± 4.30
89.5! 94.5 92.0 -0.79 ± 4.28 -1.53±4.29
94.5! 99.7 97.1 0.03 ± 4.64 4.37±5.26

99.7! 105.2 102.4 0.06 ± 5.04 3.05±5.77
105.2 ! 111.0 108.1 7.37 ± 5.73 8.61±5.95
111.0 ! 117.1 114.0 18.58 ± 7.25 21.80±7.57
117.1 ! 123.6 120.3 7.18 ± 5.82 7.19±6.03
123.6 ! 130.4 127.0 20.06 ± 7.75 19.78±7.61
130.4 ! 137.6 134.0 17.91 ± 8.38 10.82±7.83
137.6 ! 145.2 141.4 9.50 ± 6.78 16.71±7.50
145.2 ! 153.2 149.2 4.07 ± 5.73 3.07± 5.36
153.2 ! 161.7 157.4 1.70 ± 6.29 8.07± 7.14
161.7 ! 170.6 166.1 3.11 ± 4.50 4.34± 4.88
170.6 ! 180.1 175.2 3.08 ± 5.69 2.91± 5.90
180.1 ! 190.0 185.0 10.11 ± 8.18 7.07± 8.34
190.0 ! 200.5 195.2 3.99 ± 7.04 1.84± 6.46

TABLE 1

The template fitting coefficients and errors of the

diffuse gamma-ray cusp correspond to the right panel of

Figure 10 and right panel of Figure 12. The gamma-ray

luminosity in each energy range is shown in the unit of

keV cm"2s"1sr"1.

there is no significant change in the cusp spectrum (Fig-
ure 14). There was no significant improvement of the
likelihood for this model, and the spectrum of the outer
ring is consistent with zero. Our conclusion is that the
gamma-ray cusp is a distinct component, and is centrally
concentrated.

4.2. Trials factor

We use a trials factor of 300 for this bump. This is
based on the fact that the LAT energy resolution is "

(fit linear combinations of spatial templates)

Global significance 
one line two lines

Gauss

NFW

Einasto 5.5

in �

3.7 4.3

4.5 4.9

5.1
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Latest news
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Analysis relies on public Fermi tools...
need independent confirmation by collaboration!
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 “The LAT collaboration does not have a consistent 
interpretation of the GC 135 GeV feature originating from 
a systematic error at this time” Elliot Bloom (30/10/12)
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 “The LAT collaboration does not have a consistent 
interpretation of the GC 135 GeV feature originating from 
a systematic error at this time” Elliot Bloom (30/10/12)

 some more details: 
updated calorimeter calibration: peak moves to 135 GeV
up to 3σ in limb data, but nothing in ‘inverse ROI’ (disk) 
local significance of 3.4σ in 4ox4o box around GC
no globally significant excess in own optimized ROI

For more details, see 
talks by E. Charles, E. 
Bloom and A. Alberts…
[official analysis expected for 
spring this year]
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 “The LAT collaboration does not have a consistent 
interpretation of the GC 135 GeV feature originating from 
a systematic error at this time” Elliot Bloom (30/10/12)

 some more details: 
updated calorimeter calibration: peak moves to 135 GeV
up to 3σ in limb data, but nothing in ‘inverse ROI’ (disk) 
local significance of 3.4σ in 4ox4o box around GC
no globally significant excess in own optimized ROI

For more details, see 
talks by E. Charles, E. 
Bloom and A. Alberts…
[official analysis expected for 
spring this year]

Bottom line:                    
the excess is there and 
could at this point be either 

instrumental
statistical
real !
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Caveats for a DM interpretation?

36

possibility surprisingly little discussed in 
literature (but ~1.5° ~ 200 pc  is a lot)!

OK for ‘realistic’ simulations of late-
type spiral galaxy formation like ERIS ?

What about SMBH?

Centered distribution also consistent?

Tempel, Hektor & Raidal, 1205.1045;Su & Finkbeiner, 1206.1616
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FIG. 3: Relative likelihood of true photon energies, Etrue

� ,
built from the reconstructed energies of Fig 2 and the pdf
f(Etrue|Ereco, ✓, type), see text for details. The impact of
di↵erent assumptions about the photon incident angle ✓ is
shown.

feature(s) of interest, and f
sig

(Ei, li, bi|✓i, l, b) is the dark
matter halo pdf as a function of photon energy Ei, in-
cidence angle ✓i at spatial position (li, bi) given a dark
matter halo centered at (l, b). The pdf f

sig

accounts for
per-photon spatial [14] and energy [9] resolution in the
same spirit as the Bayesian unfolding described above;
here we do not need to explicitly unfold, as we have in-
cluded the per-photon information in the unbinned like-
lihood.

The background pdf f
bg

is built from a data-driven
model, with the energy dependence coming from photons
outside the three-degree region surrounding the galac-
tic center, see Figure 4. We find this to be reason-
ably consistent with a power law model used in previ-
ous analyses [4–8]. We use energy windows of Etrue

� =
[105, 115], [125, 135] for the location of the feature at 110
GeV and 130 GeV, respectively, or both windows for the
combined features. In the case of the two-feature analy-
sis (E� = 110, 130 GeV), there are two f

sig

terms in the
likelihood, one for each peak. We use normalizations of
n
sig

= 6 and n
sig

= 14 for the E� = 110 and 130 GeV
features, respectively.

The dark matter halo pdfs f
sig

are derived from either
NFW [15] or Einasto [16] halo profiles; the pdf in (l, b) is
calculated via the line-integral of the square of the dark
matter density [17]. We use ↵E = 0.17 for the Einasto
model and rs = 20 kpc for both models.

Results

The position of the most likely values of the halo cen-
ters are given in Table I for both DM profiles and each of
the features as well as the combined spectrum. In both
cases, the feature at 130 GeV appears to be displaced
from the galactic center, as previously reported, but the
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FIG. 4: The data-driven background model (points) con-
structed from photons outside the three-degree region sur-
rounding the galactic center, compared to a power law with
exponent -2.6.

110 GeV feature appears to be centered at the galactic
origin.
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FIG. 5: Most likely positions in galactic coordinates (l, b) of
an NFW (top) or Einasto (botton) dark matter halo, max-
imized seperately for the features at 130 GeV, 110 GeV, or
the combined features. Also shown are 1� and 2� uncertainty
regions, see text for details.

Figure 5 shows the most likely positions for each of
the dark matter halo profiles and each of the energy
spectrum features, as well as uncertainty regions. The
uncertainty regions are calculated in a frequentist man-

Rao & Whiteson, 1210.4934

Signal appears offset from (dynamical) galactic center!

Kuhlen et al., 1208. 4844

Gorbunov & Tinyakov, 1212.0488
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the combined features. Also shown are 1� and 2� uncertainty
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Figure 5 shows the most likely positions for each of
the dark matter halo profiles and each of the energy
spectrum features, as well as uncertainty regions. The
uncertainty regions are calculated in a frequentist man-

Rao & Whiteson, 1210.4934

Signal appears offset from (dynamical) galactic center!

Kuhlen et al., 1208. 4844

A contamination from the earth limb?
(weak?) indication for line(s) at same energy!
would be a serious challenge to the DM interpretation
atm completely unknown what could cause such a line... 
several indications for statistical fluctuation

Su & Finkbeiner, 1206.1616

Finkbeiner, Su & Weniger, 1209.4562
Hektor, Raidal & Tempel, 1209.4548[e.g. only for very specific incident angles; no lines in astrophysical photons 

at these angles]

Gorbunov & Tinyakov, 1212.0488
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Signal profile

37

Compatible with Einasto/NFW profiles

ROI with variable size:

Signal not compatible with point 
source, but (almost) only with 
standard NFW or Einasto profile!
[Symmetry around GC checked by masking half ROIs]

[1σ band]

(~same as NFW)

(~same as point source)

ROI [Color scale: signal to background]

NB: decaying 
DM no option!
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Really a line?

38

TB & Weniger, 1208.5481Intrinsic signal width: <18%  @ 95% C.L.
not (yet) possible to distinguish between IB and line signal
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Really a line?

38

TB & Weniger, 1208.5481Intrinsic signal width: <18%  @ 95% C.L.
not (yet) possible to distinguish between IB and line signal

Broken power-law 
gives no reasonable 
fit to data! 

Signal proportional to
 
    also disfavored wrt  
    line by at least 3σ 

[same for astro-physical toy example:   
 ICS from mono-energetic e±]

E��
exp[�(E/Ecut)

2
]

Extremely difficult to 
achieve with astrophysics!
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Which line(s)?

39

!X m! [GeV] !"v""X [10!27cm3s!1] "#v#!!

"#v#!X

"#v#!Z

"#v#!X

"#v#!H

"#v#!X

!! 129.8 ± 2.4+7
!14 1.27 ± 0.32+0.18

!0.28 1 0.66+0.71
!0.48 < 0.83

!Z 144.2 ± 2.2+6
!12 3.14 ± 0.79+0.40

!0.60 < 0.28 1 < 1.08

!H 155.1 ± 2.1+6
!11 3.63 ± 0.91+0.45

!0.63 < 0.17 < 0.79 1

Table 2: Upper limits at 95%CL (or best-fit value with ±1! error) on the branching
ratios into the secondary line, assuming that the primary line at E! = 130 GeV is due to
annihilation into "X with X = ", Z or H . Note that !!v"!Z/!!v"!! < 2.01 at 95%CL.

signals without being in conflict with constraints arising from tree-level an-
nihilations. In such a case, one would rather generically expect not only
one but at least two lines [189] and the observed ratio of photon counts (or
limits on those) can provide crucial information about the underlying par-
ticle model [189, 216]. In Fig. 5 we therefore provide significance contours
and upper limits for a second line besides the observed 130 GeV feature; for
convenience, we summarize these results in Tab. 2 in terms of limits on the
annihilation cross section ("v)"X under the assumption that the signal cor-
responds to DM annihilation into !Y (for X, Y = !, Z, h). Interestingly, as
observed earlier [168, 189], one can see a weak indication for a second line at
114 GeV – which coincides surprisingly well with the energy expected for a
!Z line if the 130 GeV feature can be attributed to DM annihilation into !!;
for this case, we also state the best fit value for the ratio of cross sections.

6. Future prospects

6.1. Next decade

The next ten years will bring a plethora of new results in indirect DM
searches. It is right now that experiments start to probe vanilla WIMP DM
models and thus will either identify a signal or exclude many of the most com-
mon scenarios. Ongoing experiments like Fermi-LAT, HESS-II, VERITAS
and MAGIC will continue to take data, may identify new targets for DM
searches, profit from a better understanding of astrophysical backgrounds
and prepare the stage for planned instruments like CTA or GAMMA-400
with considerably improved characteristics for DM searches. Indirect detec-
tion with gamma rays will also profit from an interplay with upcoming results
from neutrino searches with IceCube, anti-matter searches with AMS-02, re-
sults from the LHC as well as from next-generation direct WIMP detectors.

25

DM mass and 
annihilation rate 
depend on channel 

TB & Weniger, 1208.5481

IB 149± 4+8
�15 5.2± 1.3+0.8

�1.2
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ticle model [189, 216]. In Fig. 5 we therefore provide significance contours
and upper limits for a second line besides the observed 130 GeV feature; for
convenience, we summarize these results in Tab. 2 in terms of limits on the
annihilation cross section ("v)"X under the assumption that the signal cor-
responds to DM annihilation into !Y (for X, Y = !, Z, h). Interestingly, as
observed earlier [168, 189], one can see a weak indication for a second line at
114 GeV – which coincides surprisingly well with the energy expected for a
!Z line if the 130 GeV feature can be attributed to DM annihilation into !!;
for this case, we also state the best fit value for the ratio of cross sections.

6. Future prospects

6.1. Next decade

The next ten years will bring a plethora of new results in indirect DM
searches. It is right now that experiments start to probe vanilla WIMP DM
models and thus will either identify a signal or exclude many of the most com-
mon scenarios. Ongoing experiments like Fermi-LAT, HESS-II, VERITAS
and MAGIC will continue to take data, may identify new targets for DM
searches, profit from a better understanding of astrophysical backgrounds
and prepare the stage for planned instruments like CTA or GAMMA-400
with considerably improved characteristics for DM searches. Indirect detec-
tion with gamma rays will also profit from an interplay with upcoming results
from neutrino searches with IceCube, anti-matter searches with AMS-02, re-
sults from the LHC as well as from next-generation direct WIMP detectors.
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DM mass and 
annihilation rate 
depend on channel 

TB & Weniger, 1208.5481

IB 149± 4+8
�15 5.2± 1.3+0.8

�1.2

DM spectroscopy !?
usually at least two lines 
(eff. operators...)

relative rates provide 
important constraints on 
viable models
currently weak (1.4σ) 
indication for 2nd line1σ2σ

3σ

4σ

95%CL upper limit

Rajaraman, Tait & Whiteson, JCAP ’12
Su & Finkbeiner, 1206.1616

see also:
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More DM model implications

40

(see e.g. Buckley & Hooper, PRD ’12)

Need rather large annihilation rate
implies resonances and/or large couplings
difficult to achieve for thermally produced DM!
expect large  secondary rates (optical theorem!)

Asano, TB, Sigl & Vollmann, 1211.6739
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Constraints from cont. γ-rays, antiprotons and radio!
E.g. neutralino DM already ruled out!?

Huang et al.,  JCAP ’12

Buchmüller & Garny, JCAP ’12
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More DM model implications

40

(see e.g. Buckley & Hooper, PRD ’12)

Need rather large annihilation rate
implies resonances and/or large couplings
difficult to achieve for thermally produced DM!
expect large  secondary rates (optical theorem!)

Possible exceptions:
only new particles in loop (independent model-building motivation?)

cascade decays (fine-tuning to get narrow box!?)

Internal Bremsstrahlung

Cohen et al., JHEP ’12
Cholis, Tavakoli & Ullio, PRD ’12

Constraints from cont. γ-rays, antiprotons and radio!
E.g. neutralino DM already ruled out!?
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[cMSSM + MSSM-7; keep only models with correct mass and line-like spectra]

VIB more likely explanation than lines?
(see also Bergström, PRD ’12, Shakya 1209.2427, ...)
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A note on absolute rates
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For standard (SUSY) couplings, still a missing factor 
of         to obtain necessary rate  . 10

Not possible to enhance signal by point-like 
cuspy profiles, nor large substructure boosts  
[both result in wrong signal profile; latter is also highly unlikely in light of simulations]
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42

For standard (SUSY) couplings, still a missing factor 
of         to obtain necessary rate  . 10

Not possible to enhance signal by point-like 
cuspy profiles, nor large substructure boosts  
[both result in wrong signal profile; latter is also highly unlikely in light of simulations]

Still maybe possible through
larger local DM density than

       (e.g. factor 2-3 claimed when including oblate
           halo and ‘dark disk’: Garbari et al, MNRAS ’12)

Enhanced DM profile due to effect 
of baryons as in new ERIS simulation

⇢�
� = 0.4 GeV/cm3

NR prediction, <v> 
= 1.010-28 cm3s-1 

 using standard 
Einasto DM only 
halo 

L. Bergstrom, 2012 

M. Kuhlen et al., 2012 

Gives factor 6-8 enhancement of rate: NR prediction, <v> 
= 1.010-28 cm3s-1 

Using ERIS DM 
plus baryons  halo 
distribution 

Standard Einasto, 
with <v> = 1.310-27 
cm3s-1 

ERISDARK, DM 
only halo 
distribution 

Only factor 2-3 missing  Rate 
problem essentially solved! 

Kuhlen et al., 1208. 4844

fit to data
DM + baryons

DM only
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‘Tentative evidence’ based on ~50 photons
need a few years more data to confirm signal...

… but maybe much faster if Fermi collaboration 
publishes PASS8 event selection before! 
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Future confirmation?
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‘Tentative evidence’ based on ~50 photons
need a few years more data to confirm signal...

… but maybe much faster if Fermi collaboration 
publishes PASS8 event selection before! 
HESS II will look at GC as one of the first targets

final word possibly by GAMMA-400 
launch around 2018 
greatly improved angular and energy resolution 
(at the expense of sensitivity)
         signal significance after 10 months !

 
Table 1. A comparison of basic parameters of space-based and ground-based instruments 
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may also provide further 
information about the spectrum!

Galper et al., 1210.1457

Bergström et al., JCAP ’12

[NB: Similar performance expected by chinese DAMPE & HERD!]

⇠5�
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(Far) future of DM searches

Roughly one order of magnitude improvement 
during last decade, expect ~same for next decade 
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(Far) future of DM searches

further significant improvement possible with current technology 
in particular space-based instruments (but need very large exposures)
earth-based soon systematics-limited     need to e.g. reject e--background! 

:= systematics 
under control 
at 1% level
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[light: 100x10yr Fermi]
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CDMS (2010/11)
EDELWEISS (2011/12)
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XENON100 (2011)

COUPP (2012)
SIMPLE (2012)

ZEPLIN-III (2012)
CRESST-II (2012)

XENON100 (2012)
observed limit (90% CL)

Expected limit of this run: 

 expectedσ 2 ±
 expectedσ 1 ±

FIG. 3: New result on spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scat-
tering from XENON100: The expected sensitivity of this run
is shown by the green/yellow band (1�/2�) and the result-
ing exclusion limit (90% CL) in blue. For comparison, other
experimental results are also shown [19–22], together with
the regions (1�/2�) preferred by supersymmetric (CMSSM)
models [18].

the benchmark region fluctuates to 2 events is 26.4% and
confirms this conclusion.

A 90% confidence level exclusion limit for spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon cross sections �� is calcu-
lated, assuming an isothermal WIMP halo with a lo-
cal density of ⇢� = 0.3GeV/c3, a local circular veloc-
ity of v0 = 220 km/s, and a Galactic escape velocity of
vesc = 544 km/s [17]. Systematic uncertainties in the en-
ergy scale as described by the Le↵ parametrization of [6]
and in the background expectation are profiled out and
represented in the limit. Poisson fluctuations in the num-
ber of PEs dominate the S1 energy resolution and are
also taken into account along with the single PE resolu-
tion. The expected sensitivity of this dataset in absence
of any signal is shown by the green/yellow (1�/2�) band
in Fig. 3. The new limit is represented by the thick blue
line. It excludes a large fraction of previously unexplored
parameter space, including regions preferred by scans of
the constrained supersymmetric parameter space [18].

The new XENON100 data provide the most strin-
gent limit for m� > 8GeV/c2 with a minimum of
� = 2.0 ⇥ 10�45 cm2 at m� = 55GeV/c2. The max-
imum gap analysis uses an acceptance-corrected expo-
sure of 2323.7 kg⇥days (weighted with the spectrum of a
100GeV/c2 WIMP) and yields a result which agrees with
the result of Fig. 3 within the known systematic di↵er-
ences. The new XENON100 result continues to challenge
the interpretation of the DAMA [19], CoGeNT [20], and
CRESST-II [21] results as being due to scalar WIMP-
nucleon interactions.
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also taken into account along with the single PE resolu-
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of any signal is shown by the green/yellow (1�/2�) band
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100GeV/c2 WIMP) and yields a result which agrees with
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Figure 1: Illustration of the reach of direct and indirect dark matter detection experiments. Here
!-ray detection towards the galactic center with the NFW profile is considered. Shown is the area
encompassing the approximate range of WMAP-compatible phenomenological MSSM model space,
and the reach of the upcoming Xenon 1t direct detection experiment, and the Fermi-LAT, CTA
and DMA indirect detection experiments. For details, see [63].

at the South Pole. On the other hand, the same pattern as that seen by DAM/LIBRA should
reveal itself if this is a genuine dark matter scattering e!ect.

The recent improvement of the upper limits on the WIMP-nucleon scattering cross section
reported by CDMS II [68] and, in particular, XENON100 [69] are truly impressive. Not only does
it cast some doubt on other reported experimental results, the sensitivity is also good enough to
start probing the parameter space of realistic supersymmetric models [8]. The new calibration of
the sensitivity to low-energy recoils of liquid Xenon, although not undisputed [95], would seem to
add to the credibility of the new upper limits [69] for the WIMP-nucleon scattering cross section.
The very good news is also that the installation of the next stage, a 1 ton liquid Xenon detector,
has already started in the Gran Sasso experimental halls in Italy [96].

An early possible indication of a dark matter signal in indirect detection was the EGRET excess
of GeV photons [76, 77]. However, this was not confirmed by the recent much superior data from
Fermi, more exactly the large area !-ray telescope part of Fermi, Fermi-LAT, and was probably
due to instrument error [78].

Another possible indication of a dark matter signal was the discovery of by INTEGRAL of a
511 keV !-line from the galactic centre region [79]. However, in this energy range positron emission
from other sources is possible, and the excess does not seem to have the spherical symmetry around

13

Bergström, 1205.4882

The “Dark 
Matter Array”: 

10 x Aeff(CTA)
E > 10 GeV
dedicated: tobs ~5000h

MSSM scan 
relic density, (pre-LHC) 
collider bounds OK
Galactic center   
(NFW, no boost)

Direct and indirect searches probe SUSY parameter 
space from an ‘orthogonal’ direction 
remains true after most recent LHC bounds
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Gamma-ray experiments seriously start to probe 
the parameter space of realistic WIMP models 

Distinct spectral features in gamma rays 
help to identify a DM annihilation signal
could reveal a lot about the nature of the DM particles
discovery (rather than exclusion) channel!

Have we already seen a signal?
based on O(50) photons        need more data...
If confirmed, first BSM particle maybe detected in space ‒ not at the LHC!
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The CR background instead is expected to lie mostly
along the galactic plane where the astrophysical sources
are located.

The lower left panel shows the DM synchrotron emis-
sion in units of brightness temperature (T ! !!2F!)
10" away from the GC compared with the galactic back-
grounds. We use the WMAP background maps (CMB
subtracted) and their decomposition into synchrotron,
free-free and dust (Gold et al. 2008)3. For illustration
the frequency spectra in the plot are extrapolated also
outside the WMAP frequency coverage. We also show for
comparison the background synchrotron emission calcu-
lated with Galprop which, indeed, exhibits a close match
with the WMAP synchrotron spectrum in the 20-100
GHz range. It has to be noticed that the synchrotron
galactic CR emission dominates the background only up
to a frequency of " 60 GHz, then there is a small fre-
quency window which is dominated by free-free (ther-
mal bremsstrahlung) emission, while above "100 GHz
the background is dominated by dust emission. The
fluctuations of the CMB dominates around "100 GHz
depending on the galactic latitude. The high quality
data from WMAP, however, allow to e!ciently clean
this further “background”. The DM synchrotron radi-
ation would exhibit in principle a peak with respect to
the synchrotron background around a frequency " 105

GHz( as shown in (Zhang et al. 2008)), where, however,
the dust background is dominating by many orders of
magnitude. Restricting the analysis in the more in-
teresting frequency range < 1000 GHz, the DM sig-
nal has an almost power law behavior with a slope
slightly harder than the background, while the spatial
distribution has a circular shape. These characteris-
tics indeed correspond to what is found in the WMAP
Haze (Dobler and Finkbeiner 2007; Hooper et al. 2007;
Cumberbatch et al. 2009) whose signal we also report
in the plot for comparison. Notice, however, that the
Haze feature has still to be firmly established and that
at the moment it is very much dependent on the method
employed to separate the foregrounds (Gold et al. 2008).
Interestingly, we find that, for the GMF model employed,
the DM signal exceeds the Haze for a factor of " 3 simi-
larly to the IC case. The theoretical signal, on the other
hand is a"ected by the uncertainties on the GMF and
it is di!cult to normalize reliably. Moreover, further
uncertainties come from the systematics involved in the
separations of the measured signal into the various com-
ponents, synchrotron, dust, free-free and DM, hence it
would be di!cult to asses the real significance of this
excess.

We also consider the case of electrons arising from
WIMP decay considering a DM signal following linearly
the halo profile and with the same electron injection spec-
trum as for the µ+µ! channel. Formally, at the solar po-
sition, up to di"usion e"ects, exactly the same positron
fraction and electron spectrum can be obtained setting
the DM decay rate to # = "0 ##Av$ /2m". The ICS ra-
diation from the Halo is however significantly reduced
although Fermi can still discriminate this possibility as
shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3. At this level, however,the
confusion with a not well understood background could

3 Data are available at the Lambda web site:
http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/

Fig. 3.— Top panel: Background and DM (either annihilat-
ing and decaying) latitude gamma profiles averaged in a strip of
60! along l = 0 compared with the EGRET data. Bottom panel:
same as above, but with the errors expected with a 1yr survey
from Fermi. At high latitudes the error bars appear artificially to
increase for the geometry of the 0.5! < |l| < 30.5! strip (which is
e!ectively shrinking along b).

become more problematic although the peculiar circu-
lar shape of the ICS Haze, present also in this case (see
Fig.2), can help to distinguish the DM signal from the
astrophysical background.

Finally, in Fig.3 we report another forecast example
of the excellent Fermi ability to discriminate among the
astrophysical and annihilating DM scenario considering
the latitude profile and a strip of 60" width along l = 0.
We also show in the upper panel the EGRET data in
the same region and energy range (as derived with the
Galplot package (see also (Strong et al. 2004b))). Com-
pared with the EGRET data the annihilation model
seems to produce a too much broad peak to fit the data,
beside producing an excessively high normalization. The
decaying model is instead di!cult to separate from the
background within the EGRET error bars. With the up-
coming Fermi data at hands, the analysis can be easily
generalized to exploit the full angular shape of the IC
Haze. This would clearly o"er the optimal sensitivity to
disentangle the di"erent scenarios.

In summary, we have shown that Fermi has the poten-
tial to test the DM interpretation of Pamela/ATIC ba-
sically in a model independent way thanks to the strong
IC signal which the Pamela/ATIC electrons would them-
selves produce in the galactic halo. The EGRET data
seems, indeed, already to disfavor the DM annihilation
interpretation. Further, the IC signal give rise to a strik-
ing “IC Haze” feature peaking around 10-100 GeV which
would provide a further mean to discriminate the DM sig-
nal from the astrophysical backgrounds and/or to check
for possible systematics.

Borriello, Cuoco & Miele, PRL ’09

Already EGRET data in some tension with 
annihilating WIMP explanation of PAMELA

Prediction for Fermi: 
even decaying DM could be excluded!
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astrophysical background.
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the latitude profile and a strip of 60" width along l = 0.
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the same region and energy range (as derived with the
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pared with the EGRET data the annihilation model
seems to produce a too much broad peak to fit the data,
beside producing an excessively high normalization. The
decaying model is instead di!cult to separate from the
background within the EGRET error bars. With the up-
coming Fermi data at hands, the analysis can be easily
generalized to exploit the full angular shape of the IC
Haze. This would clearly o"er the optimal sensitivity to
disentangle the di"erent scenarios.
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tial to test the DM interpretation of Pamela/ATIC ba-
sically in a model independent way thanks to the strong
IC signal which the Pamela/ATIC electrons would them-
selves produce in the galactic halo. The EGRET data
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Figure 4: Similarly to figure 2 but for decaying Dark Matter. The vertical axis reports here the
half-life ⇥dec in seconds. The exclusion contours are due to Fermi observations of the ‘10⇥ � 20⇥

strip’ (red dashed line), the |b| > 60⇥ ‘Galactic Poles’ region (black long dashed line) and the
isotropic flux (magenta dotted line). We also report the regions that allow to fit the PAMELA
positron data (green and yellow bands, 95% and 99.999% C.L. regions) and the PAMELA positron
+ Fermi and HESS data (red and orange blobs, 95% and 99.999% C.L. regions) in terms of decaying
Dark Matter. We here report only the case of an Einasto galactic DM profile: the cases of an
Isothermal or a NFW profile are essentially identical (see text for details).

4 Discussion and Conclusions

In this article, we have provided a first assessment of the power that new data on the di�use
emission from the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope have in constraining Dark Matter indirect
signals. Even under the very brutal approximation of neglecting any astrophysical background
contributing to the signal and using conservatively 3 � exclusion criteria, current data from the
inner Galaxy (e.g. ‘3⇥ ⇥ 3⇥’) exclude a benchmark DM mass m� ⇧ 100 GeV if its annihilation
is larger than a factor 5÷30 (depending on the channel) of the typical ⌃�v⌥ ⇧ 3 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s,
when profiles suggested by N-body simulations are employed. Higher-latitude constraints are a
factor ⌅ 10 weaker and comparable to constraints for cored profiles. It is remarkable that already
such a simplified analysis is powerful enough to explore regions of parameter space not excluded
otherwise, providing better constraints than those obtained e.g. by the Fermi collaboration by
analyzing dwarf spheroidals, see e.g. [39]. This confirms, if needed, the Galactic halo as the “targer
of excellence” for constraining or detecting gamma rays DM.

On the other hand, the absence of astrophysical background is an extremely (unrealistically)
conservative assumption as visual inspection of the plots in Fig. 1 confirms. In the pre-Fermi
era, some studies have been performed showing the possible improvement in sensitivity when
accounting for pointlike and di�use sources in the Galactic Center region (see e.g. [40]). The
current high-quality data certainly allow one to improve over these exploratory studies to forecast
the ultimate Fermi sensitivity to DM. While a proper treatment of this problem goes beyond our
current purposes, in Fig. 5 we present for illustration the exclusion plots that would follow from the
current ‘10⇥ � 20⇥ strips’ data if its bulk could be robustly attributed to astrophysical processes,
as in the adjusted propagation model shown in [25] and the exclusion criterion is relaxed from 3�
to 2�. The ‘improvement’ is about a factor of 2. Likely, intermediate-latitude DM bounds could
be made competitive with current conservative inner-galaxy constraints. In turn, the latter could
improve significantly if maps were cleaned from further astrophysical sources contaminating the
total flux: notice that the ‘3⇥ ⇥ 3⇥’ degree field data are not corrected for pointlike sources [24],
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Table 1. 1-sigma and 2-sigma values of r in Eq. (1) and
their uncertainties for WMAP, Planck, and CVL CMB ex-
periments.

r
1-sigma 2-sigma

WMAP 0.073
+0.021

!0.013 0.191
+0.066

!0.031

Planck 0.0160
+0.0055

!0.0022 0.0326
+0.0096

!0.0055

CVL 0.0071
+0.0020

!0.0013 0.0137
+0.0031

!0.0032

ations due to changing (1 ! f!)) can thus be given in the
form

(1! f!)
"!A"#

!

3$ 10!26 cm3s!1
"

mDM [GeV]
< r , (1)

where the values of r for 1-sigma and 2-sigma bounds are
given in Table 1. One can see that the approximate bounds
we provide are typically accurate at about the 20 ! 30%
level. We tested that, indeed, the ranges of r given in
Table 1 fully cover the values of r for all of the channels con-
sidered in this work. Two examples for the case of 1-sigma
upper bounds are shown in Fig. 5. Here the upper panel
corresponds to the µ-channel (f! % 0.61) and the lower one
to the e-channel (f! % 0.02). We chose the above two chan-
nels because these are the two extreme cases among all
of the channels treated in this paper. Consequently, they
bracket the expected results for any realistic annihilating
DM, given as a superposition over the basis channels. The
solid lines show the bounds calculated directly through the
MCMC analysis, while the shaded regions represent the
ranges as obtained from Eq. (1) and Table 1. Indeed, the
solid lines are fully covered by the shaded regions, as it
should be. The vertical gray stripe indicates the range of
WIMP masses (mDM = 6! 8 GeV) that provide a good fit
to CoGeNT and DAMA/LIBRA data (Hooper et al. 2010).
The vertical dotted line marks the lowest DM particle mass
5 GeV used in our PYTHIA simulations. This cut-o! is not
physical, but occurs because PYTHIA does not work be-
low that energy. Therefore, the extrapolations of our results
are shown below 5 GeV DM mass. Note that directly cal-
culated lines for the µ- and e-channel have slightly steeper
slopes than given by the shaded regions, which increase as
& mDM. As the f -parameters generally fall o! more slowly
for lower mDM, this behavior is also typical of the other
channels. Thus, for lower mDM values, one should actually
get slightly stronger bounds than calculated directly from
Eq. (1), and so our extrapolations shown in Fig. 5 are some-
what conservative.

We see that for WMAP7, depending on the annihilation
model, the limiting DM particle mass below which the up-
per bound on the annihilation cross section drops below the
standard thermal production value is in the range 4.5! 10
GeV, while the corresponding numbers reachable for the
Planck and CVL experiment are 19!43 GeV and (45!100)
GeV, respectively. Since the µ-channel represents our most
conservative case, one can instead say that, according to
currently available CMB data, the annihilation cross sec-
tion should be below the standard value of 3$10!26 cm3s!1

as long as mDM ! 5 GeV. 12 Thus, for the CoGeNT and
DAMA/LIBRA best-fit mass region 6 ! 8 GeV, the stan-
dard thermal production cross section is still compatible

12 The numbers given here correspond to the 1-sigma upper
bounds.
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Fig. 5. WMAP, Planck, and CVL 1-sigma constraints on
the "!A"# ! mDM plane for µ (upper panel) and e (lower
panel) annihilation channels. The solid lines show the up-
per bounds on annihilation cross section as determined di-
rectly through full MCMC calculations. The shaded re-
gions around solid lines show the results from the sim-
ple recipe of Eq. (1) with values of r taken from Table 1.
The vertical gray stripe shows the range of WIMP masses
(mDM = 6 ! 8 GeV) that provide a good fit to CoGeNT
and DAMA/LIBRA data (Hooper et al. 2010). The vertical
dotted line marks the lowest DM particle mass 5 GeV avail-
able for PYTHIA simulations. Extrapolations are shown
below that value.

with the CMB measurements. This could quite possibly be
changed soon as Planck results become available. Of course
one should keep in mind that the cross section bounds given
here directly apply to redshifts of z ' 1000, and if the cross
section depends on velocity (as in the case of P-wave anni-
hilation or Sommerfeld-enhanced scenario), one should be
careful in converting these numbers to the values relevant
at z = 0. Also, note that the standard annihilation cross
section 3$10!26 cm3s!1, with respect to what we are com-
paring our CMB bounds to, provides the desired thermal
relic density (i.e., "DM ' 0.3) only if WIMPs are annihi-
lating through S-wave processes.

Except for a typical assumption of S-wave anni-
hilation our results are largely model-independent,
so all the particle-physics scenarios motivated by
DAMA/LIBRA and CoGeNT results (Fitzpatrick et al.
2010; Andreas et al. 2010; Chang et al. 2010; Foot
2010; Barger et al. 2010b; Hooper et al. 2010;
Fitzpatrick & Zurek 2010; Essig et al. 2010; Barger et al.
2010a; Cline et al. 2011; Buckley et al. 2011) including
theoretically well-motivated particle physics models that
predict light DM, such as the MSSM (Feldman et al. 2010;
Kuflik et al. 2010; Fornengo et al. 2011; Bottino et al.

~direct detection?

Hütsi, Chluba, Hektor & Raidal, AA ’11

Significant constraints on 
light DM!
(other channels bracketed by 
the two cases shown)
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Searching for other signatures like sharp steps or 
IB “bumps” may well be more promising:

3

FIG. 2: Thick lines: Expected 2! upper limits on !!v" for selected DM models, DM profiles (Einasto only; NFW gives similar
results) and observational scenarios; bands indicate the variance of these limits. Thin lines: Spectral feature of DM signal has
S/B # 1% (after convolution with energy dispersion). In the central panel the gray band indicates the expected !!v" for KK
DM, the black part being compatible with the observed relic density. In the right panel we indicate the adopted neutralino
benchmark points, and the dotted lines show the projected 5! sensitivity; see text for further details.

center of the sliding energy window Ē; this choice op-
timizes the resulting limits for the adopted instrument
specifications and background model.

In the following, we will discuss three types of typi-
cal endpoint features that result from radiative correc-
tions to the tree-level annihilation process. The most
striking spectral signature, in terms of a possible dis-
crimination from a power-law background, is a gamma-
ray line at E! = m" (E! = m"[1 !m2

Z/H/m2
"]), which

would result from the direct annihilation of DM into !!
(Z! or H!) [7]. Generically, for thermal cross sections,
the annihilation rate is expected to be of the order of
""v#line $ #2

em % ""v#tree $ 10!30cm3s!1, but there are
examples for much stronger line signals [26].

As an example for a step-like feature we use the
gamma-ray spectrum [9] expected from annihilating
Kaluza-Klein (KK) DM in models of universal extra di-
mensions [27]. In the minimal version of these models,
the DM particle is the B(1), i.e. the first KK excita-
tion of the weak hypercharge gauge boson, and the cor-
rect relic density is obtained for mB(1) $ 1.3TeV [28].
Its total gamma-ray annihilation spectrum dN/dx (with
x & E/m") at high energies is dominated by final state
radiation o! lepton final states and turns out to be essen-
tially independent of mB(1) and other model parameters.

Pronounced bump-like features at E ' m" may arise
from internal bremsstrahlung (IB) in the annihilation of
neutralino DM [10]. While these spectra are in general
highly model-dependent, we follow here a simplified ap-
proach by defining two spectral templates dN/dx (which
we take to be independent of m") by referring to neu-
tralino benchmark models introduced in Ref. [10]. Here,

BM3 is a typical example for a neutralino in the stau
co-annihilation region, where photon emission from vir-
tual sleptons greatly enhances dN/dx; BM4 refers to a
situation in which IB from W± final states dominates.

Limits and discussion.— In Fig. 2 we show our re-
sults for the expected 2" upper limits (thick lines) on
the above DM models as well as the variance of these
limits among the 200 mock data sets that we created for
this analysis. We find that in particular IB features in
the spectrum (right panel) have the potential to constrain
the annihilation rate at least down to values typically ex-
pected for thermal production, ""v# $ 3 · 10!26cm3s!1,
already for modest assumptions about the DM profile;
this is very competitive compared to corresponding lim-
its that do not explicitly take into account pronounced
spectral features (see, e.g., [29]). In case of an adiabat-
ically compressed profile these limits could improve by
two orders of magnitude, as demonstrated for !-ray lines
in the left panel; under such conditions one could even
hope to constrain models with very small annihilation
rates like BM3 or BM4. As shown in the central panel
of Fig. 2, the future CTA should be able to improve cur-
rently possible limits by about one order of magnitude,
and the proposed DMA could improve the limits by an-
other factor of ten (in this last case we included non-zero
background curvatures in the fit to allow the use of en-
ergy windows larger than what is shown in Fig. 1).

When probing a specific DM model, the corresponding
S/B is a good measure for the level on which spectral
artefacts in the energy reconstruction of the instrument
must be understood. As can be inferred from Fig. 2 (thin
lines), most of our derived limits correspond to moderate
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Searching for other signatures like sharp steps or 
IB “bumps” may well be more promising:

3

FIG. 2: Thick lines: Expected 2! upper limits on !!v" for selected DM models, DM profiles (Einasto only; NFW gives similar
results) and observational scenarios; bands indicate the variance of these limits. Thin lines: Spectral feature of DM signal has
S/B # 1% (after convolution with energy dispersion). In the central panel the gray band indicates the expected !!v" for KK
DM, the black part being compatible with the observed relic density. In the right panel we indicate the adopted neutralino
benchmark points, and the dotted lines show the projected 5! sensitivity; see text for further details.

center of the sliding energy window Ē; this choice op-
timizes the resulting limits for the adopted instrument
specifications and background model.

In the following, we will discuss three types of typi-
cal endpoint features that result from radiative correc-
tions to the tree-level annihilation process. The most
striking spectral signature, in terms of a possible dis-
crimination from a power-law background, is a gamma-
ray line at E! = m" (E! = m"[1 !m2

Z/H/m2
"]), which

would result from the direct annihilation of DM into !!
(Z! or H!) [7]. Generically, for thermal cross sections,
the annihilation rate is expected to be of the order of
""v#line $ #2

em % ""v#tree $ 10!30cm3s!1, but there are
examples for much stronger line signals [26].

As an example for a step-like feature we use the
gamma-ray spectrum [9] expected from annihilating
Kaluza-Klein (KK) DM in models of universal extra di-
mensions [27]. In the minimal version of these models,
the DM particle is the B(1), i.e. the first KK excita-
tion of the weak hypercharge gauge boson, and the cor-
rect relic density is obtained for mB(1) $ 1.3TeV [28].
Its total gamma-ray annihilation spectrum dN/dx (with
x & E/m") at high energies is dominated by final state
radiation o! lepton final states and turns out to be essen-
tially independent of mB(1) and other model parameters.

Pronounced bump-like features at E ' m" may arise
from internal bremsstrahlung (IB) in the annihilation of
neutralino DM [10]. While these spectra are in general
highly model-dependent, we follow here a simplified ap-
proach by defining two spectral templates dN/dx (which
we take to be independent of m") by referring to neu-
tralino benchmark models introduced in Ref. [10]. Here,

BM3 is a typical example for a neutralino in the stau
co-annihilation region, where photon emission from vir-
tual sleptons greatly enhances dN/dx; BM4 refers to a
situation in which IB from W± final states dominates.

Limits and discussion.— In Fig. 2 we show our re-
sults for the expected 2" upper limits (thick lines) on
the above DM models as well as the variance of these
limits among the 200 mock data sets that we created for
this analysis. We find that in particular IB features in
the spectrum (right panel) have the potential to constrain
the annihilation rate at least down to values typically ex-
pected for thermal production, ""v# $ 3 · 10!26cm3s!1,
already for modest assumptions about the DM profile;
this is very competitive compared to corresponding lim-
its that do not explicitly take into account pronounced
spectral features (see, e.g., [29]). In case of an adiabat-
ically compressed profile these limits could improve by
two orders of magnitude, as demonstrated for !-ray lines
in the left panel; under such conditions one could even
hope to constrain models with very small annihilation
rates like BM3 or BM4. As shown in the central panel
of Fig. 2, the future CTA should be able to improve cur-
rently possible limits by about one order of magnitude,
and the proposed DMA could improve the limits by an-
other factor of ten (in this last case we included non-zero
background curvatures in the fit to allow the use of en-
ergy windows larger than what is shown in Fig. 1).

When probing a specific DM model, the corresponding
S/B is a good measure for the level on which spectral
artefacts in the energy reconstruction of the instrument
must be understood. As can be inferred from Fig. 2 (thin
lines), most of our derived limits correspond to moderate
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Table 1. Identified signal regions in the Galaxy, number of photons in the two energy intervals and
the statistical significance of excess in those regions. The radii of regions are all 3� (except for Weniger
Reg3).

Region l (deg) b (deg) N� (20–300) GeV N� (120–140 GeV) significance

Weniger Reg3 – – 3298 65 3.6�
Central �1 �0.7 818 27 4.5�
West �10 0 726 21 3.2�
East 17 �3 481 14 2.7�
North �7 16.5 109 4 1.6�
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Figure 3. Best fits to high-energy gamma-ray data for the Central (left panel) and West (right panel)
signal regions presented in table 1, together with 95% CL error band as functions of photon energy.
Background fitted from data is also shown (black solid line), the power-law spectrum with power 2.6
is plotted for comparison (dotted line). The blue dashed lines show 95% CL limits for statistical
fluctuations of the background.

processes. If, however, the origin of the 130 GeV peak is DM annihilations, figure 2 shows
the distribution of the most dense DM sub-haloes in the central region of our Galaxy. Notice
that the dark centre of the Galaxy does not exactly coincide with the galactic coordinate
origin.

The fits to high-energy gamma-ray data originating from the Central and West signal
regions are plotted in the left and right panels of figure 3, respectively, using the same notation
as in figure 1. The Central region exhibits an excess with statistical significance of 4.5�. This
is much higher statistical significance than can be expected from just assuming that the peak
is due to statistical fluctuation of the background. Also the fit to West region shows a clear
peak at 130 GeV with statistical significance of 3.2�. We have also fitted the signal from
other bright regions in figure 2 that all show an excess peaked at the same photon energy,
E� = 130 GeV. Those are listed in table 1.

Based on the model independent results presented in figures 1–3 and in table 1, we
conclude that, whatever is the physics origin of the excess, its significance is high, it has a
clear peak shape, and it comes from several regions around the Galactic centre.
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Figure 3. Best fits to high-energy gamma-ray data for the Central (left panel) and West (right panel)
signal regions presented in table 1, together with 95% CL error band as functions of photon energy.
Background fitted from data is also shown (black solid line), the power-law spectrum with power 2.6
is plotted for comparison (dotted line). The blue dashed lines show 95% CL limits for statistical
fluctuations of the background.

processes. If, however, the origin of the 130 GeV peak is DM annihilations, figure 2 shows
the distribution of the most dense DM sub-haloes in the central region of our Galaxy. Notice
that the dark centre of the Galaxy does not exactly coincide with the galactic coordinate
origin.

The fits to high-energy gamma-ray data originating from the Central and West signal
regions are plotted in the left and right panels of figure 3, respectively, using the same notation
as in figure 1. The Central region exhibits an excess with statistical significance of 4.5�. This
is much higher statistical significance than can be expected from just assuming that the peak
is due to statistical fluctuation of the background. Also the fit to West region shows a clear
peak at 130 GeV with statistical significance of 3.2�. We have also fitted the signal from
other bright regions in figure 2 that all show an excess peaked at the same photon energy,
E� = 130 GeV. Those are listed in table 1.

Based on the model independent results presented in figures 1–3 and in table 1, we
conclude that, whatever is the physics origin of the excess, its significance is high, it has a
clear peak shape, and it comes from several regions around the Galactic centre.
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Figure 2. Left: a Fermi “photograph” of our Galaxy in gamma-rays with the energy 120 GeV <

E� < 140 GeV. Fermi data is shown with blue dots. Fermi bubbles are also shown for illustration.
Right: distribution of relative signal intensity of 130 GeV photons in the Galaxy. The green circles
denote the signal regions that provide the excess with highest statistical significance; grey circles
denote other regions showed in table 1; green dot mark the assumed centre of the Galaxy.

of photons in energy range 20–300 GeV is larger than 80.
We plot in the right panel of figure 2 the resulting distribution of relative signal in-

tensity as presented by the colour code. The pink background is due to regions with too
low photon flux to obtain statistically meaningful results. As seen in the figure, the signal
with highest significance originates from the centre of Galaxy. This region is centered at
(l, b) = (�1�,�0.7�), called “Central” region in the following, and has a radius 3�, drawn
with a white circle in figure 2. The total number of high-energy photons and the number of
120 GeV < E� < 140 GeV photons coming from this signal region is presented in table 1.
However, there exist other regions, spatially well separated from the centre, that also exhibit
large 130 GeV gamma-ray excess over the background. The most significant of them, with
the same radius, is located at (l, b) = (�10�, 0�), called “West” region in the following, and is
also shown in the figure. Some other possible signal regions are all listed in table 1. Presently
statistically significant fits are obtained only for the first two regions, but with more Fermi
statistics the other regions may become relevant too.

One can see in figure 2 that the regions with excesses and the regions with deficit of
the signal are not in balance – the excess dominates. The deficit almost never exceeds 2�
level and is in good agreement with the expectations from statistical fluctuations of the
background. At the same time, there exist regions in which the observed excess is too big to
be explained with statistical fluctuations.

It is clear from figure 2 that the excess of photons with energy around 130 GeV does not
originate from Fermi bubbles. Firstly, there is no spatial correlation between the signal excess
and the Fermi bubbles. Secondly, whatever is the physical mechanism creating the 130 GeV
excess, this mechanism must be at work in several regions of the Galaxy. If the origin of the
excess is astrophysical, it should be possible to observe those astrophysical objects/processes
in the identified regions with other methods. Any such a mechanism must also explain why
the observed excess is a peak, that might be di�cult in the case of standard astrophysical
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Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1 maps at 140-160 GeV and 100-120 GeV energy bands. White and green circles
correspond to the regions from [2]. Yellow and magenta regions show bright excesses on maps, see text for
the details. The radiuses of all circles are 3!

interpretations and origin of this spectral feature. The search for !-ray lines performed by the Fermi
collaboration [8] did not reveal any lines but had not comment on the origin of the observed excess.

Here we demonstrate that the excess at 130 GeV, observed in [1, 2] is not statistically signif-
icant (a “look elsewhere” effect, see e.g. [9] for an overview) as variations of similar size can be
found at other energies in different regions of the sky .

2 Analysis

2.1 Data analysis

The large area telescope (LAT) on board the Fermi satellite is a pair-conversion gamma-ray detector
operating between 20 MeV and 300 GeV. The LAT has a wide field of view of ! 2.4 sr at 1 GeV,
and observes the entire sky every two orbits (!3 hr for a Fermi orbit at an altitude of!565 km, full
details of the instruments are given in [10]).

For the analysis we used 198 weeks of Fermi data (the same data as used in [1, 2]) and
v9r23p1 Fermi Software. We filter the photons with the expression (DATA QUAL==1) &&
(LAT CONFIG==1) && (ABS(ROCK ANGLE)<52) && ((STOP<352773002.0) ||
(START>352814402.0)) recommended by the Fermi-team in order to exclude a bright solar flare
affected Fermi on March 8th, 2012.

2.2 Results

To demonstrate a “look elsewhere” effect we start by finding the regions with excesses at different
energies around the Galactic plane (|l| " 30!, |b| " 5!). To this end we split the energy range
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Figure 3. Comparison of the spectrum from the CENTRAL region (red line) with the spectra from the regions
REG 1 (panel (a)), REG 2 (panel (b)), REG 3 (panel (c)). The definitions of the regions are shown in Fig. 2.
The width of the lines are ±1! around the measured value. The best fit power law for the central region is
shown in black dashed line, the best fit power law of other regions are shown in yellow dashed-dotted line.
The thickness of the spectra is determined as ±1! around the central value.

of the total field of view) we see that the significance of the feature at 130 GeV drops (green vs.
blue data points in the right panel in Fig. 4). Therefore, we conclude that the feature at 130 GeV
is related to the region close to the Galactic center, without inclusion of this region the feature
becomes insignificant (a similar conclusion was reached in [2]).

3 Discussion and conclusions

Our analysis reveals a number of regions in the vicinity of the ones considered in [2] with positive
or negative excess spectral features at various positions in the energy range 60–160 GeV. This
means that the formal high statistical significance of the feature at 130 GeV, discussed in [1] and
[2] and defined there against a power law background, may be an artifact of the chosen regions
(a “look elsewhere effect”). The systematic error of the power law background model defined by
statistically significant deviations from the power law model that we observe in various nearby
regions is comparable with the above mentioned spectral feature. Thus it can not be identified
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Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1 maps at 140-160 GeV and 100-120 GeV energy bands. White and green circles
correspond to the regions from [2]. Yellow and magenta regions show bright excesses on maps, see text for
the details. The radiuses of all circles are 3!

interpretations and origin of this spectral feature. The search for !-ray lines performed by the Fermi
collaboration [8] did not reveal any lines but had not comment on the origin of the observed excess.

Here we demonstrate that the excess at 130 GeV, observed in [1, 2] is not statistically signif-
icant (a “look elsewhere” effect, see e.g. [9] for an overview) as variations of similar size can be
found at other energies in different regions of the sky .

2 Analysis

2.1 Data analysis

The large area telescope (LAT) on board the Fermi satellite is a pair-conversion gamma-ray detector
operating between 20 MeV and 300 GeV. The LAT has a wide field of view of ! 2.4 sr at 1 GeV,
and observes the entire sky every two orbits (!3 hr for a Fermi orbit at an altitude of!565 km, full
details of the instruments are given in [10]).

For the analysis we used 198 weeks of Fermi data (the same data as used in [1, 2]) and
v9r23p1 Fermi Software. We filter the photons with the expression (DATA QUAL==1) &&
(LAT CONFIG==1) && (ABS(ROCK ANGLE)<52) && ((STOP<352773002.0) ||
(START>352814402.0)) recommended by the Fermi-team in order to exclude a bright solar flare
affected Fermi on March 8th, 2012.

2.2 Results

To demonstrate a “look elsewhere” effect we start by finding the regions with excesses at different
energies around the Galactic plane (|l| " 30!, |b| " 5!). To this end we split the energy range
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Figure 3. Comparison of the spectrum from the CENTRAL region (red line) with the spectra from the regions
REG 1 (panel (a)), REG 2 (panel (b)), REG 3 (panel (c)). The definitions of the regions are shown in Fig. 2.
The width of the lines are ±1! around the measured value. The best fit power law for the central region is
shown in black dashed line, the best fit power law of other regions are shown in yellow dashed-dotted line.
The thickness of the spectra is determined as ±1! around the central value.

of the total field of view) we see that the significance of the feature at 130 GeV drops (green vs.
blue data points in the right panel in Fig. 4). Therefore, we conclude that the feature at 130 GeV
is related to the region close to the Galactic center, without inclusion of this region the feature
becomes insignificant (a similar conclusion was reached in [2]).

3 Discussion and conclusions

Our analysis reveals a number of regions in the vicinity of the ones considered in [2] with positive
or negative excess spectral features at various positions in the energy range 60–160 GeV. This
means that the formal high statistical significance of the feature at 130 GeV, discussed in [1] and
[2] and defined there against a power law background, may be an artifact of the chosen regions
(a “look elsewhere effect”). The systematic error of the power law background model defined by
statistically significant deviations from the power law model that we observe in various nearby
regions is comparable with the above mentioned spectral feature. Thus it can not be identified
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Weniger, 1204.2797

Figure 6. 68.2% (dotted), 95.5% (dashed) and 99.7% CL (solid) band of the annihilation cross-section
!!v"!!!"" obtained when using a circular target region of radius 10" centered at the indicated values of
"c and bc. The left (right) panel shows a latitudinal (longitudinal) scan. We assumed m! = 129.0 GeV
during the fits.

Figure 7. Upper 95% CL limits on the annihilation cross-section for ## # $$, for di!erent DM
halo profiles, as obtained for the SOURCE event class. We used the correspondingly optimized target
regions from Fig. 1. The green crosses show previous limits from Ref. [44, 45], assuming an Einasto
profile.

we find best-fit annihilation cross-section of !!v"!!!"" = (1.27± 0.32+0.18
"0.28)$ 10"27 cm3 s"1

in case of the Einasto profile, and of !!v"!!!"" = (2.27± 0.57+0.32
"0.51)$ 10"27 cm3 s"1 in case

of the NFW profile. The systematic uncertainties are here derived from the e!ective area
(about 10% [65]) and from the energy calibration.

In order to test the locality of the observed signature, we extract the gamma-ray energy
spectra from a large number of circular target regions with a radius of 10#. These regions are
either centered along the Galactic disk with bc = 0#, or they are centered at "c = 0# from the
Galactic north to south pole; "c and bc denote the central coordinates of the target regions.9

From each of these target regions, we derived the 68.2%, 95.5% and 99.7% CL upper- and
lower-limits on the annihilation cross-section !!v"!!!"" , assuming E" = 129.0 GeV and using
the SOURCE event class. As shown in Fig. 6, we find that at 99.7% CL non-zero values of
the annihilation cross-section are only preferred close to the GC; the observed signature
disappears when moving to larger values of |"c| or |bc|.

9Note that for bc != 0! these regions are circular with respect to the projection used in Fig. 1.
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Figure 8. The black line shows how the TS value changes as function of the adopted energy window
size, !. The gray shaded areas are the 68.2% and 95.5% CL bands for the TS values obtained from
a MC simulation. The energy windows borders are calculated according to Eq. (2.6). We assumed
E! = 129.0 GeV when generating the plot.

contamination from the nearly isotropic CRs) would also a!ect regions of the sky away from
the GC. In light of Fig. 6 and the below bootstrap analysis, this option appears very unlikely.

Event selection. We checked that the signature appears in both, front- and back-
converted ULTRACLEAN events separately, with a higher significance in back-converted
events. The signature grew over time, with TS = 2.4 (8.8, 16.9) when taking only into account
only the first 53 (107, 134) weeks of data from Reg3 SOURCE class. Furthermore, we checked
that our results remain qualitatively unchanged when using the filter cut DATA QUAL==1
&& IN SAA!=T && LAT CONFIG==1 && ABS(ROCK ANGLE)<52 instead, which re-
duces the number of events by 2% with respect to the adopted DATA QUAL==1 cut.
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contamination from the nearly isotropic CRs) would also a!ect regions of the sky away from
the GC. In light of Fig. 6 and the below bootstrap analysis, this option appears very unlikely.

Event selection. We checked that the signature appears in both, front- and back-
converted ULTRACLEAN events separately, with a higher significance in back-converted
events. The signature grew over time, with TS = 2.4 (8.8, 16.9) when taking only into account
only the first 53 (107, 134) weeks of data from Reg3 SOURCE class. Furthermore, we checked
that our results remain qualitatively unchanged when using the filter cut DATA QUAL==1
&& IN SAA!=T && LAT CONFIG==1 && ABS(ROCK ANGLE)<52 instead, which re-
duces the number of events by 2% with respect to the adopted DATA QUAL==1 cut.
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